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ABSTRACT
An optimal multi-stage cold forging process is one that allows for the most
product throughput for an acceptable batch size while limiting the cost associated with
producing quality parts. As of today, a methodology for determining the optimal process
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is not readily available. The goal of this research was to address process optimization
and start to establish a basis that all manufacturing engineers will use when they design
the progression for any multi-stage forging operation.
The research methodology employed utilized basic metal forging SCIence
principles applied in the form of a numerical forging simulator. The usage of this
simulator was coupled with a customized optimization sequence to iteratively determine
the most effective multi-stage forging sequence for selected classes of products. For each
product, the optimal sequence was the one that not only ensured acceptable part quality,
but also -guaranteed that the cost of running the operation would be minimized.
The optimization methodology was validated with two sample products, a nut and
a rivet. The optimization process· developed candidate tooling for each product in
different optimization attempts (nine attempts for the nut and seven for the rivet). As a
result of this research endeavor, it was shown that this comprehensive science-based
optimization approach leads to the significant enhancement of multi-stage forging
40-
processes.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO METAL FORMING
PROCESSES
1.1 Metal Forming Background
Metal forming is the process of changing the shape of a metallic material into
another more desirable shape through plastic deformation under applied stresses. The
plastic deformation takes place between two dies that apply stresses on the workpiece.
The applied stresses are greater than the yield strength of the workpiece material aild
therefore cause the material to deform into the desired shape of the dies [I]. The process
./
can take place with the workpiece at extremely high, controlled temperatures (above
1000 OF) or with the workpiece at normal ambient air temperatures.
1.1.1 Metal Forming History
Metal forming processes can be dated back almost 7000 years ago to the era of
ancient Egypt, Greece, India, China and Japan. There is evidence that forgings were used
to manufacture weapons, jewelry and other assorted implements primarily using silver
and gold. The craftsmen who created these pieces were held in the highest regard [1].
The oldest form of metal forming was hammering (a crude form of forging).
Plates of metal were hammered into shapes and then either pinned or riveted together.
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Copper was the first nonprecious metal to be wrought.by man, with a forming process
very similar to gold and silver because it too was very malleable. Copper objects like
mugs and mirrors can be traced back to ancient Egypt [2].
Today, metal forming has become one of the most studied manufacturing
processes. The research has led to technology improvements that provide substantial
advantages over other competing manufacturing processes. Final products now have a
higher strength, superior integrity, more consistent and greater microstructure
characteristics.
The processes themselves have also benefited from advances in technology.
Modem control systems and advanced processing equipment allow operators to produce
parts with greater uniformity and vastly tighter tolerances than what their predecessors
could do ten to twenty years ago. The time to produce a complex part has also decreased,
which allows companies to not only get the product to the customer sooner but also
produce more products, increasing the customer base.
The future of the metal forming industry IS solely dependant on today's
researchers of R&D centers and universities to further advance the forming technology to
the next level. A better understanding has to be developed for the processes that are still
unknown, and enhanced processing techniques have to be created for those technologies
that are ready to move ahead.
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1.1.2 Various Methods of Metal Forming
The field of cold metal forming can be broken down into two separate areas, bulk
deformation processes and sheet metalworking processes.
The bulk deformation processes are characterized by significant shape changes
and deformations. The surface area to volume ratio of the workpiece is relatively small
and describes the term "bulk" [1]. These processes are done in both hot and cold
temperature situations. The general processes of bulk deformation, shown in Figure 1-1,
are:
• Rolling (A): This is a process by which large compressive loads are applied to a
workpiece. The loads are applied by rolls, which rotate and squeeze the
workpiece through the gap between them. The goal of this process is the thinning
of the workpiece. The process is repeated until the desired thickness is obtained.
• Forging (B): Forging is the process by which the workpiece is subjected to
compressive forces by two dies. The dies can be flat (open die forging) or they
can have a desired shape (closed die forging). The goal of the process is to impart
the die shapes onto the workpiece with one blow of the dies.
• Extrusion (C): This is another compressive process by which the workpiece is
forced through a die opening. The workpiece will take on' the shape of the die
opening after the process is over.
• Wire and Tube Drawing (D): This is the process of pulling a workpiece in bar or
rod form through a die opening to decrease the radius of the workpiece. The
4
process is done with small reductions and numerous passes until the desired
radius has been obtained.
Figure 1-1 Bulk Deformation Processes
Sheet metalworking processes are operations preformed to metal sheets, strips and
coils. Unlike bulk deformation processes, sheet metal forming processes have a very
high surface area to volume ratio. All sheet metal forming operations are performed
-....J
under cold forming situations. The general sheet metal forming operations are described
and illustrated in Figure 1-2.
• Bending (A): This is the process by which a punch applies a load to the sheet and
forces it to take the form ofan angle along a straight axis.
5
• Drawing (B): In sheet metal forming, drawing is the process of forming a flat
sheet into a hollowor concave shape by stretching the metal. The process is most
often referreg to as deep drawing or cup drawing.
• Shearing (C): This is the process ofcutting sheet metal. While this is not a direct
forming operation, it is included because it is a. very common operation in sheet
metal forming and its mechanics are the same as in a typical deformation process.
The oDIy difference is the fu.ct that these processes are preformed beyond the
point offracture for the workpiece.
Figure 1-2 Sheet Metalworking Processes
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1.1.3 Metal Forming Market
The metal forming market is vast. Almost all aspects of life interact with formed
product every day ranging from silverware and uten.sils used to eat and cook to the coins
used to pay for them. The following is a list of industries that use formed products, and
the processes, which they use to create them.
7
Table I-I Metal Forming Industries and Processes Utilized
Industry Processes and characteristics
0 oForging:
oRolling
Automotive & Truck oExtrusion
oBending
oSheet Metal Forming
oForging
Agriculture Machinery & oDrawing
Equipment oExtrusion
oBending
oForging
Valves, Fittings, Oil Field oExtrusion
Applications oDeep Drawing
.
oSheet Metal Forming
oForging
Hand Tools & Hardware oDrawing
oSheet Metal Forming
oRol1ing .
Off-Highway Equipment I oForging
Railroad oBending
oExtrusion
General Industrial
oForging
Equipment oExtrusion
oBending
oRol1ing
Ordnance I Shipbuilding oBending
oExtrusion
oBending
Aerospace
oRol1ing
oExtrusion
oForging
The market will continue to grow as long as the technology stays concurrent with
the times. Customers want stronger formed parts which are lighter and cheaper to
purchase than those historically used. This puts a direct strain on the forming companies
to stay ahead of competing industries to ensure customer needs are met.
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As an example, in the automotive industry, aluminum has become a major
component in the car due to its lighter weight, which directly effects fuel efficiency.
Sheet metalworking companies have had to deal with this demand, and the subsequent
competition from plastics manufacturers, and have developed forming technologies to
build these parts. This same demand / competition driven analogy is found in virtually all
industries and all products.
The main objective for most companies today is to find a way to produce a new,
better product at a lower cost and a quicker throughput. This has created new demands
on better process controls and setup procedures in order to decrease the cost of operation
by shorting production time and eliminating costs due to scrap and rework; but to
maintain or improve the final quality of the manufactured product.
1.1.4 Advantages of Formed Metal Products
The overall advantages of metal-formed products are their strength, toughness,
reliability, and quality. Economically, these products are also attractive because of their
inherent superior reliability and improved tolerances, as well as higher efficiencies with
which formed parts can be machined and furthered processed by automated methods.
Table 1-2 compares the metal forming industry to other competing industries and
highlights the advantages metal forming has over the competing process.
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Table 1-2 Advantages Over Competing Industries
(Adopted from [3])
Metal Forming Metal Forming Advantages When Using A Similar
Versus Alloy of Metal
-Stronger
-Preworking refines defects
Casting -More reliable, lower cost over component life
-Better response to heat treatment
-Adaptable to demand
-Material savings, production economies
Welding I
-Stronger
-Cost-effective design I inspectionFabrication
-More consistent and better metallurgical properties
-Simplified production
-Broader size range of desired material grades
-Grain flow provides higher strength
Machining -More economical use of material
-Yields lower scrap
-Requires fewer secondary operation
-Stronger
-Higher integrity
Powder Metal -Requires fewer secondary operations
-Greater design flexibility
-Less costly materials
-Less costly materials
-Greater productivity
Composites I -Established documentation
Plastics
-Broader service-temperature range
-More reliable service performance
-Higher strength
Figure 1-3 shows a small sampling of the millions of products produced with
metal forming techniques. The parts range from simple fasteners to large munitions and
multitude of products in between. Without the capability to form metal into vastly
10
complex shapes, modem society would be. devoid of many great advances which are
enjoyed today.
Figure 1-3 Various Products Produced with Metal Forming Techniques
1.2 Applications ofSmall Scale Closed Die Cold Forging
Small scale closed die cold forging is one of the most widely used forming
processes, often requiring no machining other than drilling. The majority ofthe products
11
produced by. small-scale closed die cold forging are manufactured by the rnstener
/;
indust~ Figure 1-4 shows the range ofthe products, sold within this industry.
Figure 1-4 Small Scale Cold Forged Products
With current market trends in the computer (smaller parts), automotive (lighter
parts) and appliance (cheaper parts) industries, small-scale close die cold forging has
become one of the more popular manufacturing processes utilized to decrease the
production cost but still ensure product integrity. Some ofthe major advantages ofsmall-
scale closed die cold forging include:
12
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• The characteristically uniform refinement of crystalline structure in forged
components insures superior response to all forms of heat treatment, maximum
-
possible development of desired properties, and unequaled repeatable uniformity.
• Forgings, in many applications, are ready for use without any surface
conditioning (Le. grinding) or machining.
• When requiring machining, forgings have a near absence of internal
discontinuities or surface inclusions (structural defects). This provides a
dependable machining base for all metal cutting processes.
• Part production is accomplished, in most cases, on one machine with a very low
cycle time (high production rate), the material usage associated with production is
one hundred percent (a non-scrap producing process) and the process is done
automatically (no operator supervision required). All of these benefits equate to a
very low overall production cost,
1.2.1 Challenges and Opportunities to the Closed Die Forging Industry
The main challenges that face the small-scale cold forging industry have to do
with the methodology of current setup and operational procedures. Many of the current
parts are being produced on newly developed control-based systems. The control
systems allow the operator to track and control different parameters during the forging
process. For example, if a machine is breaking too many dies in a certain step of the
operation, the operator can track the forces at which the dies are being impacted and
adjust the value of the identified forces. Inefficiencies occur when the forging process is
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improved by tracking the different variables and getting them to all run within a desired
operational window; the process then becomes sub-optimum.
This insufficient optimization opens up a window of opportunity for computer
simulation programs to assist in the optimization of forging processes. A neural network
program can be combined with a control system to continuously change the process
conditions so that an operator does not have to be present to continuously modify the
machine to enhance performance, which is desired.
The advancement of finite element computer software also provides process
engineers the ability to simulate the forging sequence before the process is implemented
on the plant floor. This allows not only the process conditions to be evaluated for their
acceptability but the die shapes to be tested to guarantee that the dies are imposing proper
metal flow and die fill out.
Before the development of advanced analysis programs, die designers and process
engineers would have to estimate and guess what the proper operation conditions should
be. Today, despite the technological improvements, the analysis tools are still not widely
utilized because an established methodology for beneficially implementing these tools
has not been developed. Therefore. engineers tend to shy away from new techniques and
use old process procedures because those procedures have worked in the past. This
comfort level is somewhat effective but it does not ensure that the process is being run at
a cost effective production rate.
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1.3 Focus of Thesis
Throughout this thesis, an optimal multi-stage cold forging process will be
assumed to be one that maximizes product throughput for an acceptable batch size while
limiting the cost associated with producing quality parts. Today, a methodology for
determining such an optimal process is not readily available. The goal of the present
research was to initially address this issue and begin to establish a benchmark that all
manufacturing engineers can use when they design the progression of any multi-stage
forging operation.
As can be seen in Figure 1-5 a multi-stage process is very difficult to quantify due
to the numerous variables that exist throughout the entire process. Without the ability to
quantify variables, the ultimate goal of process optimization is problematic. A
manufacturing engineer has to be able to "guess" the number of steps and an acceptable
geometry of the preform* at each stage of the process in the hope that the part quality at .
the end is satisfactory to sell while operational cost is minimized.
• The term preform refers to the workpiece as it is going through the forming operation, before it is in its
fmal desired shape.
15
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Figure 1-5 Multi-stage Forging Variable FlowChart
The process optimization capability targeted by the present study was based on
utilizing basic assumptions of metal forging science and applying them through the use of
computer programs and forging simulators to quickly obtain important data in order to
enable engineers to determine optimal part sequences. Figure 1-6 shows a flow chart of
how all of the associated optimization components will interact with each other. The
optimal sequence is one that not only ensures that part quality at the end is acceptable,
. .
but also guarantees that the cost ofrunning the operation will be minimized.
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Figure 1-6 Optimization Program Flow Chart
A primary goal of the present research was to benchmark the initial fundamental
scientific principles that will allow others to establish more concrete laws governing
forging parameters and their relationship to multi-stage processes. Once an
understanding of these laws is known, more advanced forging processes will be
developed and used by industries. Industries will then advance the science even further
by pushing the envelope of practical application by using better machines and more
advanced materials.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis following the introduction can be seen in Figure 1-7.
In Chapter 2, the literature review focuses on research in the areas of tooling
advancements and modeling of the forging process from physical modeling to computer
simulation. This chapter also includes a discussion of developments related ··to
optimization techniques which could take forging into the future.
An overview of a generic multi-stage process and the important variables is
presented in Chapter 3. This allows a base understanding of the governing principles of
the process and a better understanding of development of the optimization program. The
important variables will be reviewed and formulated with relation to a commercial
simulation code like DEFORMTM.
Chapter 4 presents the different optimization techniques used today and describes
the method used during the current study. All of the important variables are discussed
and explained to yield a better understanding of the techniques used in the optimization
program.
The resulting optimization program that was developed will be discussed in
Chapter 5. All of the main sections of the progr~ are described and all of the important
equations are derived. Also, any assumptions used to create or operate the program are
discussed and made clear.
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Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
ChapterS
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
ChapterS
Chapter 9
Figure 1-7 Thesis Outline
Chapters 6 and 7 contain two case studies developed utilizing the optimization
program. The reasoning behind the choice of shape, the steps followed during the
process and a summary ofthe optimization process are all explained.
Chapter 8 reviews the differept findings from the two case studies and discusses
the aspects of the optimization program which will enable the program to become an
integral part ofindustrial practices.
Finally, Chapter 9 presents conclusions and opportunities for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
DEVELOPEMENTS
Closed die forging, like many other forming processes, has evolved dramatically
over the past ten years due to the advent of computer simulation and the increased
understanding of process mechanics and metallurgical changes taking place during metal
forming. Prior to the development of our current level of forging expertise, die designers
and engineers would set-up an operation based on estimates and experience. These
estimates would lead an engineer to postulate the required number of forging stages,
depending on the forging mass and shape [4]. Tool life was a secondary concern behind
proper geometry and performance properties of the final forged part.
With the development of new technologies and a better understanding of the
process parameters, many opportunities have arisen and continue to be explored. The
aide of computer monitoring and simulation has changed the way engineers address a
forging problem. More time has been spent learning about the mechanics of the process,
which has shifted the attention away from just producing an acceptable part to the
optimization of the part and the process. Areas of research have been very broad; from
the control of one parameter like the amount of deformation or temperature [5] to
establishing a rule-based system for forming sequence design for multi-stage forging [6].
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In the current literature review, developments in tooling and forging simulations
will be examined first. The topics in this area will range from the ideal tooling materials
to the current state of forging sinmlation. The final part of the literature survey will .
review current attempts at forging optimization and the direction of forging optimization.
2.1 Important Tooling Properties and Advancements
Due to the associated high forging loads and tool stresses, cold forging is one of
the most demanding metal forming processes. The success of a cold forging process
depends upon both the selected tool material and the die design. The emphasis is on two
components; first, finding a tooling material that has a combination of high strength and
toughness to withstand the constant cyclic loading and second, having an optimized
shape to evenly distribute the load that is being applied sci fracture does not occur.
The following sections will discuss important developments related to the tooling
portion of the forging process. The material selection and machines used will be
discussed, as will the new advances in design, tooling reliability of the tooling, and the
use of lubrication during the cold forging ofparts.
2.1.1 Developments in Tooling Ma~erials and Forging Presses
One of the most important aspects of the design of a forging operation is the
selection of the ideal tooling material and the selection of the proper machine. If these
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two variables are not selected properly then attempting to design and optimize the
process itselfwill be very complicated.
2.1.1.1 Tooling Material Improvements
The choice of the best tooling material for any process can be determined by the
material specifications. If the specifications are not provided, then some guidelines can
be followed to make sure that the selection of a proper material is meet. Douglas G.
Frick, from Carpenter Technologies Corp. [7], has outlined four questions that should be
asked when the selection of a tooling material is required.
1) What corrosion resistance is required?
2) What strength is needed, bearing in mind that mechanical properties may be
affected by heading or subsequent heat treatment?
3) Which of the grades meeting corrosion and strength requirements has the best
headability?
4) What is the availability ofthe alloy selected?
In addition, two other variables need to be considered. The first is the complexity
of the part that is being formed.· This complexity incorporates the severity of the upset or
extrusion taking place during the forging operation. The other is the workpiece coating,
which could have an impact on facilitating the forming of the proper geometry and also
obtaining proper tool life [7].
The wear resistance is another concern that must also be addressed during the
selection of the tooling material. Wear resistance ofhigh-speed tool steels is affected by
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the matrix hardness and composition, precipitated M2C and MC carbides responsible for
secondary hardness, the volume of excess carbides, and the nature of these excess
carbides [8]. Table 2-1 lists the types of carbides, the crystalline lattice types and some
characteristics of each of the various carbides found in tool steels.
Table 2-1 Characteristics of Alloy Carbides Found in Tool Steel
(Adopted from [8])
Type of Lattice Type RemarksCarbide
This is a carbide ofthe cementi (Fe3C) type M,
M3C Orthorhombic maybe Fe, Mn, Cr with a little W, Mo, V
Mostly found in Cr Alloy Steels. Resistant to
M7C3 Hexagonal
dissolution at higher temperatures. Hard and
abrasion resistant. Found as a product of
tempering high-speed steels
M23C6
Present in high-Cr steels and all high speed
Face-centered cubic steels. The Cr can be replaced with Fe to yield
carbides with Wand Mo.
Is a W- or Mo-rich carbide. May contain
M6C Face-centered cubic moderate amounts ofCr, V, Co. Present in all
high-speed steels. Extremely abrasion resistant.
w- or Mo-rich carbide oftheW2C type.
M2C Hexagonal Appears after temper. Can dissolve a
considerable amount ofCr.
"
V-rich carbide. Resists dissolution. Small
MC Face-centered cubic amounts that do dissolve reprecipitates on
secondary hardening.
In practically any given high-speed tool steel, wear resistance strongly depends on
the hardness of the steel. For the ultimate in wear resistance, the carbon content can be
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increased simultaneously with vanadium content, introducing a greater quality of total
carbide and a greater percentage of extremely hard vanadium carbide particles. Steels
TI5, M3, M4 and MI5 are in this category, and all have extremely high wear resistances
[8].
Since there are a wide variety of tool materials, the selection of the proper
material could be very arduous. Table 2-2 is a quick reference guide for the selection of a
preferred tooling material for the material operation that is being performed.
Table 2-2 Typical Tooling Materials for Forging
(Adopted from [8])
Tool
Cutoffquill (die)
Cutoff knife
Upset, cone, or
spring punch
Cone punch, .
. knockout pin
Backing plug
Finish-punch case
Finish-punch insert
Die case
Die insert
Die knockout pin
Material
M4 or Cemented carbide insert
M4 or Cemented carbide insert
WI, Sl, MI, or cemented carbide insert
M2 orCPM lOY
01
H13
MI, M2, CPM lOY, or cemented carbide
H13
MI, 02, M2, CPM lOY, or cemented
carbide
M2 orCPM lOY
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With the advent of new materials, cemented carbide dies have become a popular
choice by many manufacturers. The cemented carbide material adds roughly ten times
more tool life than that of ordinary tool steel. It also has been seen to increase the
product quality due to the greater dimensional stability and consistency through longer
runs [8].
2.1.1.2 Forging Machine Advancements
Forging presses come in many different types of designs, with the goal to provide
proper support, speed, force, and energy necessary to manufacture the required end
product [9]. The presses can be broken down into a series of different categories
including mechanical presses, hydraulic presses, hammer presses, and gravity presses.
The proper selection of the press is based on the space on the factory floor, the number of
sequences In the forging process and the throughput that is designated by the
manufacturer. All of the presses can do roughly the same job (depending on the load
required to form the part) but to optimize the process one press might be a better choice
than the others.
The recent development of control software has allowed the operator of the
forging press more control over the process conditions. Load cells, linear variable
displacement transducers (LVDT's) and other data acquisition equipment have become a
common component of many forging company operational procedures. Computers have
also begun to be integrated into the machine, recording the vital data, which allows
engineers the ability to change the process to ensure a more cost effective throughput.
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2.1.2 Reliability of Forging Tools
Optimum tool performance can be achieved by an appropriate tool layout that
avoids premature failure and ensures a high value of tool life. Tool life, however, is in
reality quite a problematic criterion to optimize. Due to its random character any attempt
to quantify this value is affected by a high degree of uncertainty [10]. This necessitates a
mandatory high level of understanding for an engineer designing the tooling for a forging
operation. The three main dements that contribute to the reliability of forging tool are
fatigue, tool geometry, and lubrication. The following sections highlight each of these
important contributory factors.
2.1.2.1 Fatigue in Forging Tools
During a cold forging operation, the tooling is subjected to a repeated loading
under very high stresses. Over time, the cyclic loading will cause the tooling to fail
because the stresses being applied to the tooling are close to and sometimes exceeding the
yield stress for that material. These high-level stresses will cause the tooling to deform
plastically and can result in abrupt fracture.
The stresses and strains that are being applied to the tooling are generally broken
up into elastic and plastic contributions:
(2-1)
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For uniaxial elastic deformations, Hooke's law is used:
(J
E =-
e E (2-2)
where cr is the stress and E is Young's modulus for the material. The uniaxial equation
(2-2) cannot be used for the plastic region of the stress strain curve. For this, Hollomon
suggested a power law giving the correlation between the plastic true strain and the true
stress:
where K and n are both constants dependent on the material and test conditions [11].
(2-3)
Equations (2-2) and (2-3) can then be related to a cyclic stress strain curve. This
expression will give a better representation of the stresses that are being incurred by the
tooling during the forging process. It is best represented as:
1
(J" ((J") n'& =& +& =_a + _a
a,T a,e a~p E K' (2-4)
where cra and Ea are the stress and strain amplitudes. E is the static Young's modulus and
K' and n' are constants [11].
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The stresses and strains shown above have a direct impact on the fatigue of the
tooling. By doing a general fatigue analysis, much can be learned about the tooling and
the loading that it experiences. To perform a general fatigue analysis, the following steps
should be followed:
1. Determine the loading conditions
2. Preform a stress and strain analysis to determine the stress-strain response in the
zone ofhighest loading in the component
3. Preform a damage analysis to estimate the number ofcycles to failure
This approach is a common technique in the design and evaluation of the tooling
life cycle in many forging operations [12]. Figure 2-1 shows the general flow of the
fatigue analysis.
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Figure 2-1 Fatigue Analysis Concept for Forging Tools
(Adopted from [12])
By understanding the stresses and strains that the tooling goes through during a
forging process and analyzing the fatigue that the tooling is subjected to, improvements
in the tool life can be made. This increase will be beneficial in three ways; the life of the
tooling, the tolerances of the parts being produced, and the overall cost ofproduction.
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2.1.2.2 Geometric Tooling Design Advances
The most important factor that affects how the tooling bears the stresses and
strains during a forging process is the design of the dies and punches. While much of the
design is established for the prescribed shape of the workpiece, there are certain
guidelines that should be followed when designing the tooling, as described below.
Since all punches are shaped differently and experience different loads during a
forging operation, it is difficult to establish a set of rules around which to design your
punch. Below is a list of two areas where poor tooling design can cause rapid failure of
the tooling during the forging operation [13].
• Design Faults Causing Failures Related to Heat Treatment
Since most punches and dies get heat treated before use to increase their tooling
strength, the proper tooling geometry should be use to ensure that the best
possible heat treatment results are obtained. The following geometric features
should be avoided when designing tooling to beheat~
1. Sharp corners or sharp external section changes
2. Heavy sections adjacent to light sections
• Design Faults Causing Service Failures
To guarantee that the maximum life is being generated from the punch material,
simple geometric rules should be kept in mind. This will ensure that the punch or
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die will not fail due to the geometry on the tooling face. Below is a list of the
important machining considerations, which should be followed when designing
new tooling.
1. Failure to fillet corners; i.e. sharp internal corners.
2. Use offillets instead oftapers.
3. Failure to provide proper tool clearances.
4. Design Overload.
Today, the best method to design tooling is on a computer with numerical
simulation. The engineer can analyze the shape of the current punches and also assess
the loads to which the punches are going to be subjected. By testing different die
geometries, a best overall selection can be made based upon the amount of stress on the
tooling. The reduction of stress levels can be so great that the effect on the punch's
performance will clearly justify an extra effort in manufacturing the punch [14].
Other technologies have been developed to help increase the life of tooling. For
dies service life can be extended through the use of inserts. Much research has been done
in the area ofstrip wound containers utilizing more exotic metals, such as tungsten, in
order that the material be enabled to endure higher loading stresses during the forging
process. Tungsten carbide has a Young's modulus of 500 to 580 OPa increasing the total
stiffness of a container to 400 OPa or higher depending on the design [15] .. The net result
is a longer die life.
Overall, tooling performance is characterized by six fundamental factors:
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1. Mechanical design
2. Grade oftool steel
3. Machining procedure
4. Heat treatment '-
5. Grinding
6. Handling and service in use
These six factors are links in a chain; a deficiency in anyone of the factors will lead to
premature tooling failure [13]. Therefore if the tooling designer I maker can make the
tooling out of a material that is stronger than the prescribed load and if the geometry is
optimized in a way as to reduce the stress level, tooling life will increase.
2.1.2.3 Improvements in Forging Press Lubrication
The conditions during cold forging are extremely severe due to both elevated tool
temperatures and large surface expansion and normal pressures at the tool/workpiece
interface. During the cold forging of steel the surface expansion may reach values up to
3000%, the normal pressure at the tool workpiece interface may reach 2500 MPa, and the
average tool temperature may reach 200°C with local interfacial spike temperatures up to
600°C. Therefore, the demands of a proper lubricant to withstand the high mechanical
and thermal stresses that occur during the forging process are paramount. With the
exception of the more simple cold forging operations, successful production therefore
requires advanced lubrication systems [16].
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For the forging of steel, the conversion coatings are based on zinc phosphates.
The phosphate coatings have to be used together with lubricants during the forging
process. Due to physical or chemical reactions with the lubricants, the coatings offer a
better adhesion of the lubricant to the workpiece surface. This improved adhesion is vital
to improve resistance of the lubrication film against high pressure sliding conditions and
considerable surface enlargement during forging [16]. There are three commonly applied
classes of lubrication based on phosphate coatings. They are soap lubricants, solid
lubricants, and oil lubricants. Each one has its advantages and disadvantages.
The major disadvantage of coatings is that they have to be cleaned off the forged
part after the process and they are sometimes very toxic. This adds an overhead cost for
their use. Due to this fact, a new trend in forging lubrication is shifting from a phosphate
coating to a new, non-toxic lubrication system.
New surface lubrication processes involve two types of chemicals. These are
boron salts and a new generation of silicate-based materials developed to comply with
environmental constraints. It has been shown that the new silicate-based processing
presents characteristics very close, often better, to those of phosphatation. These new
generations of coatings, which pollute less and are simple to implement, are designed to
replace phosphatation for severe cold forging operations of steel [17].
In order to reduce friction, minimize tool wear and avoid pickup, tribologically
favorable process planning and tool design is never less important that lubrication. An
entire deformation process is sometimes divided into two or more sub-processes for re-
lubrication. In some process sequences, minimization of local surface expansion is
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required in order to avoid bare metal surfaces. Die throats and punch noses are usually
provided with moderate edge radii in order to avoid damming oflubricant film. Proper
selection of material, heat treatment, sUrface finish and coatings of active tools also assist
lubrication, especially in automatic forging processes on multi-stage presses, where end-
surfaces of a cropped workpiece are not properly lubricated [16].
2.2 Modeling of Small Scale Closed Die Cold Forging
The one way to ensure that a forging operation is operating within an acceptable
window is to simulate it. Over the years, the simulation process has evolved from
visioplasticity experiments to FEM modeling with the aide a computer. These
advancements have enabled engineers to optimize their process before the forging
machines are ever turned on and tooling is prepared. The following section is going to
discuss the current state of the modeling that is currently being done and the direction
that it is heading.
2.2.1 Visioplasticity Modeling
Before the development of FEM, engineers had to model forging processes before
they were run on the plant floor. One way they accomplished this was to model with a
material. Among these materials are low temperature metals like tin and lead and non-
metalic materials like plasticine and wax. Plasticine is a mixture of an inert mineral oil,
mineral filler, and sometimes an organic dye is added. The mixtures can vary with
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respect to flow so different plasticine materials are used to model different metal
materials at selected temperatures. The relationship between metal and plasticine is close
because of the similarities in the plastic flow in plane strain. The plasticine behaves like
a non-hardening isotropic metal, provided the flow is slow so that it can be treated as
quasi-static [18].
The behavior of plasticine when it is permanently deformed is compared with that
of an ideal metal, and the necessary conditions for similarity between their flow patterns
have been developed for flow in two and three dimensions [18]. This allows researchers
to run experiments on the plasticine material and relate these effects to those of real
forging simulations.
This method is not widely used anymore in the forging world (it still plays a large
role in the <;'lxtrusion industry) because of the time that is required to set up a simulation
and also because of the limited results obtained from a finished experiment. The
development of computer applications has brought the simulation of forging processes
out of the lab and into the field.
2.2.2 Neural Networks and Expert Systems
Over the years, many neural network and expert based systems have been
,-
developed to aide in the optimization of forging processes. The systems have been
broken down into three different types; die optimization, part optimization, and process
optimization. The overall purpose of these systems is to assist engineers in developing
the best pre-operational conditions for the forging process.
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2.2.2.1 Tooling Optimization Systems
Various neural network and expert based systems have been designed to optimize
the die geometries used during a specific forging process. One method to do this is the
backward deformation method, developed by Biglari, O'Dowd, and Fenner. The
backward deformation method is used to predict the shape of the workpiece at any stage
during the deformation process, when the geometry and process conditions are known at
the final stage [19]. Using a fuzzy network and system monitoring equipment, the ideal
die designs have been proposed for select multi-stage forging operations.
Kim and Kim have designed another method for optimum die design. They
developed a new technique for die optimization using an artificial neural network.
Figure 2-2 outlines the way their neural network operates.
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Figure 2-2 Flow Chart of F.E. Simulation to the Applied Neural Network
(Adopted from [20])
Their system uses a three-layer neural network layout based on a back
propagation algorithm. The ideal process operation is determined by applying the
function approximation ability of the neural network to the initial workpiece, which will
satisfy the minimum filling of the die cavity [20]. The filling ratio is then used to
develop the ideal die geometry and alignment and helps determine the initial workpiece
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SIze. From their research, four general comments can be made about neural networks
applied to this area [20]:
1. Using simulation data, it is possible to obtain the aspect ratios that fill the
die cavity. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the number ofsimulations.
2. The neural network can iriterpolate and thus predict the unfilled volume of
some aspect ratios, which are not specifically modeled with the finite
element simulation.
3. The neural network designed the die geometry, which the product
geometry and the uniform distribution ofhardness in the extrudedpart.
4. The neural network may reduce the number offinite element simulations
in the process planning and usefully applied to multi-stage process
planning.
Bakhshi-Jooybari ~t al. have developed an intelligent knowledge-based system
(IKBS) for the design of forging dies, which compares new components with ones that
the IKBS had encountered in the past [21]. Their system is broken down into three main
parts. The first part is a sequence design program. It designs the operational sequences·
and dies for the forging operation. The second part is the finite element pre-processor
which generates a database and any job-control tasks are preformed. The third part of the
system is a control module, which allows the operator to supervise the other two parts
and provide aide when needed. The main advantage of the IKBS is to obtain the
weighting effect of the significant process and geometrical parameters for closed-die
upsetting; allowing for the optimization of a specified forging operation [21].
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Overall, the main advantage of a neural network for forging die design is to
develop the best shape and setup of die geometries for the specified forging application.
Balakrishnan and Dwivedi have developed a set of tasks that all die design neural
networks should cover. The tasks are as follows [22]:
1. Identification of the participating entities, like databases, tools, tasks and
their inter-relationship.
2. Identification of constraints and the interaction between constraints and
goals.
3. Material modeling of the processing characteristics ofmaterial based on
analytical models.
4. Simulation ofmaterialflow in streamlined dies.
5. Some analysis package like ALPID (Analysis ofLarge piastic Incremental
Deformation), which can be used to select optimum working conditions
and to perform process simulations.
6. A database of press characteristics, container characteristics and
constraints that are supposed to be enforced.
7. A database for materials and processing characteristics of material as
computedfrom material modeling.
8. A database ofpast designs for specific geometries and materials.
9. A knowledge based system, which infers the relationship between material
specifications processingparameters andproperties.
By following these tasks and by usmg an appropriate neural network,
optimization of die design will become easier to obtain and tool life and productivity will
increase.
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2.2.2.2 Part Optimization Systems .
An opposite approach to designing an optimal die setup is to design the multi-
stage operation around the workpiece and then develop dies and tooling that fit the
workpiece geometry. This process is primarily used when engineers are evaluating the
ability of a facility to develop a new product. This method is not normally used when
attempting to optimize an existing product.
Kim et al. have developed a neural network based on this. The main goal of the
network is to find the optimum initial geometry for the workpiece. The system is based
on previous work by Kim and Kim for developing and optimizing die geometry setup
[20]. The workpiece geometry is determined by utilizing the ability of the function
approximation of neural networks to determine an optimal billet that satisfies the forming
limitations and that minimizes incomplete filling in the die cavity, load, and energy. The
system also secures a uniform distribution of effective strain [23].
Takata et al. at the Toyota Centra~ Research and Development Laboratories
developed another type of system. They used an expert system called FOREST-D
(Forging Expert System for Design) to generate a forming sequence plan for multistage
forging ofaxisymetrical solid and hollow products. The system allows an engineer to
decide the number of performing sequences to be preformed prior to the final forging
step.
All of these systems allow an engineer to establish the steps of the forging
operation by working on the workpiece first. By operating in this manner, the engineer
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can determine the initial size of the workpiece and then focus on the sequence of
operations, which result in the final product.
2.2.2.3 Process Optimization Systems
The final approach to designing an optimized part with a neural network or expert
system is with a system that optimizes the process. Alberti et al. developed a system that
accomplishes this. This system performs an analysis to see if the part is feasible in a
single forging operation and if not, then suggests the correct number of forging steps to
form the proper part geometry [24]. This system lets the engineer know if the setup for
the forging operation that has been developed will work or not.
Another model, developed by Hsu and Lee, uses the notion of group technology,
which leads to classifying of the forging processes and forging part geometries. Based on
the proposed models of cold forged product and the cold forging process and their
relationships with each other,. twenty-six production rules are built into this system.
These deal with the unit processes of upsetting, forward extrusion, backward extrusion
and their various combinations. All of the geometrical and material possibilities of the
cold forging sequence can be generated for a given product geometry and these can be
described by defined primitives [25]. The overall benefit of this model is to allow the
engineer to evaluate the process before implementing any practical application and
having to make the necessary changes.
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2.2.3 Process Simulation Software
With the evolution of the personal computer and computer workstations, metal
forming software has been developed to help analyze forming processes. Today,
numerical simulations can be done in an exponentially shorter time than possible just a
few years ago. With the speed of today's computers, many different variables can be
calculated, enabling the engineer to analyze more than one variable at a time. Numerical
simulation has become a very efficient tool to optimize schedule design, loading of the
tool an~ th~ characteristics of the forged workpiece (stress, strain, damage... )[26]. This
increases throughput and allows engineers to evaluate the effect of different variables on
a forging operation.
Most of the numerical modeling programs use the finite element method (FEM).
There have been numerous papers written describing the use of FEM and the impact on
the forging industry. These papers range in scope from the from local analytical design
sensitivity analysis of a forging problem [27] to numerical modeling of cyclic plasticity
and fatigue damage in forging tools [28]. Overall, the consensus is that FEM is a good
method for developing models for forging operations. With the ability to analyze the
different variables in forging, the productivity in the forging discipline will increase
significantly.
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2.2.3.1 DEFORMTM Numerical Metal Forming Simulator
The popularity of FEM over the years has led to many commercial programs. One
of the more popular packages for metal forming simulations (including cutting) is
DEFORMTM, which has been developed by Scientific Forming Technologies Corp.
DEFORMTM allows engineers to observe the forging process before it is run, allowing for
changes in both tooling geometry and processing conditions [29]. Figure 2-3 shows a
typical output of a DEFORMTM forging simulation. The model is available in both a two-
dimensional and three-dimensional version and can simulate all of the forging operations
described in section 1.1.2.
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Figure 2-3 Sample Ootpot froni a DEFOImfIM·Simolation
2.3 Current Attempts At Optimization ofForging Processes
The previous sections addressed specific aspects of the close die cold forging
problem. In the following section, all ofthe various models, theories and methods will be
combined to help generate an integrated optimized forging operation. The main goal of
optimization is to produce the highest quality part at the highest throughput while
reducing the overall manufacturing cost. This is accomplished by addressing the
economics of forging, the die material and geometries, and the number of preform steps
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
Figure 2-3 Sample Output from a DEFORMTM Simulation
2.3 ClJ1rrent At
The pre\'ious sections addressed specific aspects of the close die cold forgiIlg
problem. In the following section, all of the \ICH'](',]l<: models, theories and methods \vill be
combined to help generate an integrated optimized forging operation, The main goal of
opti.mization is to produce the highest quality part at the highest throughput \vhile
reducing the overall manufacturing cost. This is accomplished by addressing the
economics of ±orgiIlg, the die material and geometries, and the number of preform steps
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in the forging operation. By addressing all of these issues simultaneously and integrating
them, the forging operation will be running at the optimum performance allowable by the
input variables. The overall goal is not just to optimize a single operation but to also
. develop a set of rules to judge all forging operations by.
2.3.1 Optimization of the Forging Operation Economics
The first step in optimizing an existing or future forging operation is to determine
the economics behind it. The cost can be broken down into three sub-costs: production
costs, tooling costs, and final miscellaneous costs. Each sub-cost has to be addressed in
detail to make sure that the process is running at the highest performance.
Production costs include the setup costs, equipment costs, labor costs and finally
material costs [30]. Most of the production costs will be constant throughout the
manufacturing facility. The slight changes will come when different materials are used
for different products, newer machines are purchased to achieve better performance out
of the parts and changing labor rates for different shifts of production. The overall
production cost is a good estimate on whether or not the manufacturing facility is running
at an optimum level or below.
The next expense is tooling cost. This is the area of cost where most of the
overhead is incurred. One half of the tooling cost is sustained through direct costs.
These include the cost of making the tooling (or outsourcing in some cases). Depending
on the type of tooling used, this cost can be very large. The other half of the tooling costs
is indirect costs. The main component of indirect costs is cost due to tooling failure.
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These costs can be broken down to scrap produced, labor and engineering time to solve
the problem, and production delays [31]. Since this is the largest cumulative cost that
incurs during forging, a good optimization should obviously focus on this cost the most.
The final overall cost involved with the forging production is miscellaneous cost,
which occurs in a stochastic manner. Things like routine maintenance, personnel shift
changes, and scrapped parts are examples of miscellaneous cost component. Since it is a
random overall cost, this cost is not factored into the overall production cost.
Yang et al. [31] have developed a process by which all of the tooling costs can be
examined before an operation is run to produce a detailed account of the possible costs of
the process. They accomplish this by generating a process plan and then putting it into a
database that calculates a tool set for the forging operation. The tooling costs are then
generated from this tool set and can be examined as to whether or not it leads to a more
optimized process. Their operational structure can be seen in Figure 2-4. This system is
beneficial to engineers because after the forging sequence is developed, they can do an
initial tool analysis on the predicted price to see if the setup is initially.cost favorable for
the company.
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Figure 2-4 Structure of a Cold Forging Process Plan
(Adopted from [31])
2.3.2 Rule Based Optimization
The best way for an engineer to design an optimized multi-stage forging operation
and have confidence of the process performance is to follow a set of rule based
optimization guidelines. So far to date, there have not been too many guidelines
published for the forging community to follow. Most of the rules have remained
individual company practices because the company does not want their multi-stage
forging secrets to be revealed.
Sevenler and Altan have broken through the silence and developed a computer
// code with their own set of design rules. The system is written in Prolog and is called
FORMEX (for forming expert). They designed their system to be decompressed into
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steps which they called subtasks (or contexts), such as choosing the billet dimensions and
finding the upsetting sequence. Each of the subtasks makes several decisions and when
all the decisions are made, the program moves on to the next subtask [6]: The structure
of the FORMEX program can ~e seen in Figure 2-5. FORMEX takes advantage of the
fact that axisymetric parts can be grouped into categories which allow easier access to
specific part design and modifications. Therefore, FORMEX uses a neural network /
expert system based computer program (discussed in 2.2.2), which can optimize current
and future forging operations. Future advances with FORMEX will allow the system to
amalgamate with a CAD system for easier and more accurate part and tooling access.
Part Forming Sequence
Output Geometrical Representation
Material Machine
Data File Data File
Consult Consul
Ir ,1. Part Geometry ~I FORMEXSHELL •2. Machine Type
3. Material Type Input
j
Consult
Specific Forming Rules Files
1 1 ~ ------
Sequence Step #1 Sequence Step #2 Sequence Step #3
First Geometry Change Second Geometry Change Third Geometry Change
--------1
I
..
Sequence Step #N
Nth Geometry Change
Figure 2-5 Structure of FORMEX System
(Adopted from [6])
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2.4 Conclusions
The main goal of optimizing a multi-stage cold forging operation is to obtain a
cost effective forming process by improving tool life and product quality. The overall
goal of optimization is conceptualized in Figure 2-6. The first step in this process is to
have an overall understanding ofthe forging process and the way that different variables
impact on each other. After the engineer has a good knowledge of the forging operation,
he or she must then develop'an understanding of the operation conditions and tooling
properties in the process. By combining all of the variables, attempts are made to
optimize the forging process with the aide of computer simulation; thereby ensuring the
part characteristics and tooling are maintained at the highest quality ofproduction.
,II
II
Figure 2-6 Integration Equals Optimization
The general opinion found in numerous recent journal articles is that there is a
great need for an optimization process for the closed die-forging world. That is why
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understanding the forging process and setting up a principle design optimization rule base
set is essential for the best manufacturing performance. As Figure 2-6 depicts, the
integration of process knowledge, computer simulation, and physical application will lead
to the optimization of the process.
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CHAPTER 3: MULTI-STAGE FORGING OPERATIONS
As was shown in Figure 1-5 a multi-stage process is very difficult to
systematically breakdown due to the numerous variables that are present and interact
throughout the process. A manufacturing engineer has to be able to "guess" the number
of steps as well as acceptable preform geometries at each stage of the process in the hope
that the part quality at the end is satisfactory while operational costs are minimized.
A change in one variable at the beginning of the forming process can have a direct
effect on another variable at the end of the process, therefore it is vital to understand
every variable and whether or not it can be controlled. If variables can be identified and
adjusted then any alteration to the existing process (Le. speed, tooling geometry, ect.) can
.be offset and the process can be optimized.
The current chapter will describe the important characteristics of multi-stage
small-scale closed die forging processes. It will coverthe important variables that are
fundamental to the forging operation and also the different characteristics of a multi-stage
process. This chapter is essential in the understanding of how the preform generator code
assists in the optimization of a multi-st,!-ge forging process, which is discussed in
CHAPTERS.
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3.1 Important Forging Process Variables
Forging has many important variables, as can be seen in Figure 3-1, but three of
them have the greatest impact on the forging operation. These are material formability,
,
the stresses applied to the tooling, and the strain development in the part. These are the
most important variables related to process optimization because they are not only the
easiest to manipulate and control but they also have the greatest influence on process
performance. Gaining a better understanding of these principles and the way that they
impact one another will help understand why optimization of a multi-stage process is so
difficult.
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(Adopted from [32))
3.1.1 Formability
In section 2.1.2.2, tooling design was related to the operational life of punches
and dies. Six fundamental factors which should be considered when designing tooling
for a forging operation were described. These factors are fundamental because they
correlate to the principles governing the flow of the workpiece material.
The way in which the tooling shape ensures the proper workpiece geometry at the end of
a forming process relates to formability. Formability is the extent to which a material can
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be deformed in a specific metalworking process without the formation of cracks or voids
[33]. Formability can be broken into two functions: the first function relates to the
material properties of the workpiece and the second function is the forming process itself.
The relationship between. these two functions governs the ability of a workpiece to
properly fill the die cavity without the possibility of part defects. The formability
principle for various forming technologies (including forging) can be seen in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Formability Chart
(Adopted from [34])
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The value <pFr is represented by:
(3-1)
where O'm is the mean stress, 0'1, 0'2, and 0'3 are the principle stresses in the respective
directions and Y and Kr are the yield stress of the material. In general, the negative half
of the chart represents a compressive forming mode while the positive side characterizes
a tensile forming mode. At zero the forming mode is said to be in torsion.
3.1.2 Stress Undergone by the Tooling
A solid is defined as a deformable body that possesses shear strength, i.e., a solid
body that can support shearing forces over the time scale of some natural processes or
technological application of interest. The analysis of stress is concerned with the changes
of forces due to the deformation of the body [35]. The most general form of a stress is
defined in uniaxial deformation as:
p -I()I =- =()
A
where P and A are the instantaneous load and area, respectively.
(3-2)
There are two stress analysis criteria used to describe the stresses incurred during
the forging process. They are the Tresca yield criterion and the Von Mises yield
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criterion. Since the deformations which are experienced during the small-scale forming
operation are so small, DEFORMTM (see section 2.2.3.1) applies the Von Mises yield
criterion to .calculate the stress, which are being applied to the tooling and the workpiece.
DEFORMTM selected the Von Mises yield criterion because of its better accuracy.
Tresca's rule does not include the shear stresses which are present in most forming
operations. By neglecting the shear stresses, Tresca's yield criterion results can vary by
up to fifteen percent from the Von Mises yield criterion results. Overall, experiments
(with combined shear and tension) indicated that the Von Mises rule is a better criterion
(closer to reality) than Tresca's flow rule for the analysis of stresses [32].
The Von Mises criterion considers all the stresses acting on the deforming body.
The start of material flow (yielding) must depend on a combination of normal and shear
stresses. In terms of the principle stresses, the Von Mises criterion is:
Ig[(0"1 -0"2)' +(0"2 -0"3)' +(0"1 -0"3)2 J}' = 0" (3-3)
where 0'1, 0'2, and 0'3 are the principle stresses in an arbitrary axis frame. Defining the
stresses in a more general way:
Ig[(O"x - aJ' + (ay- a,)' + (ax -aj +3(r~ + r:, +r~)l)' = a (3-4)
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where O'x, O'y, and O'z are the principle stresses and 'txy, 'tyz, and 'tzx are the shear stresses in
the x, y and z coordinate plane. A visual depiction ofthe principle stresses can be seen in
Figure 3~3.
Figure 3·3 Principle Stresses and Directions
The physical interpretation of the Von Mises criterion shows that the left side of
equation (3~2) is proportional to the energy, which is stored in the elastically deformed
material prior to yielding [32]. This is the necessary energy for elastic volume change.
The plastic flow then starts when this value reaches a critical value particular to the type
ofmaterial under stress.
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3.1.3 Strain Development in the Part
The deform~tion of a solid may be made up of dilation, change in volume, or
distortion which is a change in shape [33]. In its most general form, the average linear
strain is the ratio of the change in length to the original length.
oL M L-Lo OU8 =-=-=--""-
x L
o
L
o
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o
OX (3-5)
The difference between stresses and strains experienced during a multi-stage
forging operation is that the stresses are cyclic in nature. This means that at the beginning
of the forging stage the stress levels are at zero. Then during the deformation, a peak
stress level is reached and then declines back to zero as the forging stage finishes. The
strain level a body exhibits continues to increase throughout the process, as long as the
yield point of the material has been reached. The increase in strain levels is known as
strain hardening. A sample of the engineering stress / strain curve can be seen in Figure
3-4.
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Figure 3-4 Typical Engineering Stress VB. Strain Curve
Strain hardening is defined as the increased amount of stress required to cause
plastic deformation [33]. Strain hardening is caused by dislocations interacting with each
other and with barrlers(such as grain boundaries, precipitates, etc.), which impede their
motion through the body. In general, every time the workpiece is deformed during the
multi-stage process below recrystallization temperature, its overall hardness levels
increase. Therefore, a greater amount of stress is required by the punch at each
subsequent stage to deform the product into the desired preform shape. The amount of .
deformation caused by the forging process controls the load required.
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3.2 Review of the Multi-Stage Forging Process
Now that the basic· principles that govern the forging process are known, the
multi-stage process can be examined. There are two fundamental elements of the multi-
stage process; they are the operational conditions and the forming sequence. The
interaction of these allows the operator to control most of the variables during the multi-
stage forming process.
3.2.1 Operational Conditions
Operational conditions are those the operator has direct control over. The amount
of control depends exclusively on the machine that is being used. Figure 3-5 is an
example of a multi-stage forging press. The older presses did not allow much control
during the process. The main controls were on the amount and type of coolant that was
being flooded into the process chamber and the speed at which the cam was driven. The
control of the cam allowed the operator to vary the rotation speed which directly related
to the amount of force on the workpiece.
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Fignre3-S Mulfi..Stage Forging Press
Section 2.1.1.2 reviewed the recent advancements of the forging press. These
advancements have greatly increased the ability for part producers to monitor and change
the process conditions to allow for a more cost effective forming sequence. A sample
real time data-monitoring screen can be seen in Figure 3-6. This particular screen is
tracking the impact load of a punch during the manufacturing day. The greatest benefit
has been the ability to record operational data during the forming operation at every stage
and analyze it.
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Figure 3-6 Sample Output from a Real Time Monitoring System .
Now that there is an ability for engineers to track, not only the run speeds ofthe
machine, but· other important variables like the strike force of the punches, the
temperatures that the process is generating (important for coolant selection), and the
energy consumption by the machines, the task of fine tuning the machine to get the best
operation output has become easier. The data that is recorded from the machines can be
compared to computer simulations to not only verify accuracy ofthe computer model but
also ensure that the changes that are hypothesized on the computer will actually occur.
This has eliminated the guesswork from process optimization and adds a lot more science
to the process changes.
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3.2.2 Forming Sequence
The sequence of a muhi-stage forming operation has the most impact on the cost
effectiveness of the operation. As was depicted in Figure 1-5, each stage has a direct
impact on the part strain development, part geometry and the stresses experienced by the
forming operation. The way that these variables are combined can ensure the highest
product quality while decreasing the overall cost ofthe process.
A miscellaneous factor that has an influence on the preform sequence is the type
of transfer mechanism used to transport the preform from one stage to another. Figure
3-7 shows a five-stage transfer system from.a.muhi-stage forging machine. The design
I.
of the transfer system allows the transport of the preform from one stage to another. It
also has the ability to rotate the preform by 1800 to allow the die and punch interaction to
switch from one side ofthe preform to the other.
..
Figure 3-7 Transfer System from a Multi-Stage Forging Machine
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By combining all of these factors together, one gets a very intricate sequence of
forming operations which end goal is to produce a part of extremely high quality. The
task is to combine these together so that each variable complements the other to ensure
high product quality but also that failures with tooling or process conditions do not occur.
By limiting the errors, the throughput will increase while decreasing the cost associated
with running the product, resulting in a very cost effective product.
3.3 Conclusions
The main obstacle in the multi-stage forging process is the fact that many
variables involved all have an effect on one another. The advances in technology have
allowed the process and its variables to be better tracked, changed, and understood,
allowing an engineer to get the most out of the process by changing the variables so that
they work with, not against, each other.
Some process improvement methods attempt to only adjust one variable and see
how the process changes under the new forming settings. This solution seldom ends in
optimization success because the system of variables interacts closely with each other and
a change of one could result in an unstable system that results in damage products or
tooling. The best solution is to choose an objective for the process and then change the
most important variables to try and obtain the goal. By doing this, the variables will be
forced to work with each other to reach the optimized state.
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CHAPTER 4: OPTIMIZATION METHODS
Optimization is a field of applied mathematics consisting of principles and
methods used for the solution of many quantitative problems in many different
disciplines. The popularity of optimization has grown because of the recognition that
problems under consideration in manifestly different fields could be posed theoretically
in such a way that a central store of ideas and methods could be used in obtaining
solutions for all of them [36]. The mathematics of optimization could then be applied to
the most difficult sciences without having the deepest background in the field.
Below is a review of the most general and popular optimization techniques
(section 4.1). The review includes discussions of in what situation the methods are used
and how they are applied. Following this is a description of the optimization process
used for the current research investigation (section 4.2). The basic principles underlying
the optimization method developed to improve multi-stage forging processes are
presented and quantitatively discussed.
4.1 Review of Optimization Methods
In general, optimization is a technique used to improve or increase the value of
some numerical quantity that in metal forming manufacturing practice may take the form
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of temperatUre, shape, velocity, or cost. The different techniques of optimIzation assume
such varied forms that no one general description is possible. With the advent of modem
technology, enhanced optimization has become possible and thus emphasized in many
industries. This has led to a rapid increase in optimization techniques and a variety of
different methods to apply them.
Optimization techniques include linear and non-linear techniques, cybernetics and
control theory. The first two are the most popular and for the most part adaptable to most
situations in which optimization techniques will be applied. Linear and non-linear
optimization techniques will be reviewed in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectably.
4.1.1 Linear Optimization
The .linear optimization problem is one in which it is necessary to find the
maximum or minimum value of a simple problem function subjected to defined
constraints [36]. An example of the application might be that a production facility is
producing two different products. During the production day, the company produces
"m " of the first product and "n" of the second. The profit margin for the two products is
such that the second product is twice as profitable as the first, thus m+2n is directly
related to the profit margin. This basic expression related to the profitability of the
production day is known as the object function.
While the objective function is easy to apply by itself, problems can arise when
certain constraints are placed on the system. These constraints could be in the form of
raw materials used to make the first product or the total machine time the second product
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requires. The constraints put limits on the object function as to how it responds
throughout the production day; therefore potentially changing the whole form of the
.object function. Figure 4-1 shows just how constraints on a system can change the
complexion ofthe problem being addressed.
Figure 4-1 Linear Optimization
(Adopted from [36])
The standard form of a linear program is expressed as an instruction to maximize
or minimize a linear expression in n nonnegative variables, {Xj}, subjected to m linear
equations. In applications, the equations correspond to material balance of various items
and variables to levels of various activities. Any system of linear inequalities can be
reduced to this standard form by simple substitution [36]. If the optimization problem
has a unique optimal feasible solution, then it is at an extreme point; if the solution is not
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unique, there is an optimal solution at an extreme point still within the problem set.
Therefore the optimal feasible solution is within a finite set of extreme points.
4.1.2 Non-Linear Optimization
A non-linear optimization problem is one where the objective function I (x) is to
be minimized, in which x is a vector, or any of the constraints are non-linear. Non-linear
problems are classified according to whether the defining functions have the appropriate
convexity property. A functionI (x) is defined on S if (and only if) the set of points lying
on or above its graph is convex. In analytic terms, convexity is equivalent to an
inequality relation [36].
The methods for solving non-linear problems are much more complicated than
solving the linear optimization problems. The issue in the non-linear problem is
identifying the optimal solution such that the constituent functions are differentiable. The
simplest of such cases is the minimization of an unconstrained differentiable function I
(x). If Xo = (Xl, .. ,xn) is an optimal solution, then the gradient vector of/at xOdisappears
over a set number of iterations. Graphically, this means that the tangent to the graph ofl
at the point [xo, I (xo)] is horizontal (Figure 4-2). For a convex function of f, the
vanishing gradient is enough to guarantee that the point Xo is a (global) minimum.
Overall, the disappearing of the gradient can occur at points that are not even local
minimum, namely, at saddle points and local maxima.
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Figure 4-2 Non-Linear Optimization
(Adopted from [36])
Some methods for solving convex quadratic problems are closely related to the
simplex method for solving linear problems and share with it the feature of terminating
after only a finite number of iterations. Most of these methods make use of the Kkuhn-
Tucker conditions because the differentiability and regularity requirements are
automatically satisfied. Theses characteristics are seldom found in non-linear
optimization problems in general.
Of the many different mathematical models developed to solve the non-linear
optimization problem, none are capable of solving a general objective functionfwith a
set ofconstraints. This is why so many ofthe non-linear problems are specific to the type
ofproblem they can be used for.
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4.2 Method Applied to this Research
The difficulty with applying one of the optimization techniques described above
is that the objective function must be known. For the case of multi-stage forging, the
objective function is not set. Therefore, to optimize the process, an objective function
had to be defined.
The main objective of the optimization program (described in CHAPTER 5) is to
generate a sequence of preform shapes so that the tooling used to form these shapes does
not exceed a defined tooling strength, thus, a 'tmax must defined such that:
(4-1)
where 'tys is the yield strength of the tooling material and <D is a safety weighting factor
(up to 100 %), which will ensure that the stress experienced by the tooling will be safely
below the maximum yield strength.
Since the tooling will experience different levels of stress across its surface during
the forging operation, the optimization process must be able to recognize the different
stress levels and generate new preform shapes based on the respected experienced stress.
Therefore the product will be divided into different regions and each region will have a
maximum stress associated with it. Figure 4-3 shows how a product would be broken
into different geometric regions. In the figure, each region is represented by a different
color.
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Figure 4-3 Sample Product Broken into Regions
During the analysis part of the optimization process (section 5.1.3), a maximum
stress experienced by the tooling is recorded for each region of the product. These
stresses are normalized to compare the stresses more accurately. To accomplish this, a
tooling stress ratio (UTool(ij) is defined for each tooling region (i) and forging step (j) by:
1\ _ [0'Tool (i,j) ]
(J'Tool(' ') -l,} T
MAX
(4-2)
where O'Tool(ij) is the tooling stress in the indicated area (i,j) and t max is defined from (4-1).
Now that a tooling stress ratio has been determined for each stage and section of
interest, a constraint needs to be applied so that the objective function has an area to
optimize within. For the purpose of forging, this will be the average tooling stress ratio
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of each step in the forging process (a Tool(j»). The average tooling stress ratio will be
calculated using the results of(4-1) and (4-2) as follows:
N
LaTOOI(i,j)
i=l(JTool(j) =....:........:'--------
where N is the total number of forging steps in the multi-stage operation.
(4-3)
The change in the tooling stress ratio for each stage and region (~a- (ij») IS
calculated to establish a difference between the tooling stress ratio (4-2) and the average
tooling stress ratio (4-3).
"
" . (JTool(j) - (JTool(i,j)
l1aTool(' ,) =l,J
aTool(J) (4-4)
The objective function will be used to move the boundary nodal points defining
sequential stage tool shapes from previous to new locations. This is accomplished by:
(4-5)
where ~Move(iJ) is the new percentage each point in region (i) and step (j) moves to
generate the new optimized preform shapes. The percentage represents the new amount
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each region will move for each forging step. The sum of the PMove(iJ)'S will equal one
hundred percent, which is the movement of each data point from the initial workpiece to
final product.
'-
The locations at each stage for a select point are calculated by:
(4-6)
(4-7)
where n is the current stage of the multi-stage process, (Xfi Yj ) are the final locations of
the selected point, (Xi, Vi) are the initial point locations and (Xn, Yn) are the locations of
the point at a stage n.
Figure 4-4 shows how PMove moves one data point from its initial starting point (P)
to its final location (P') for a three stage operation where the intermediate points
represents a new stage point location during the operation.
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yP' <XJ,Vf)
P(x",v..)
x
. Figure 4-4 Candidate Points for a Three Step Process
Equations (4-6) and (4-7) are the objective functions that the optimization process
will use to generate the desired preform shapes. The functions is linear because it only
depends on the change in the tooling stress ratio (A 0- (ij». Figure 4-5 shows how the
objective function behaves when plotted. Since the problem has been normalized to
restrict the values to range from zero to one, the constraints on the system are limited and
involve the variables used to calculate the change in tooling stress ratio.
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4.3 Conclusions
While there are many different tested methods of optimization in use today,
sometimes the best method is one that has been customized to meet the processes
demands. Since the multi-stage forging process is a difficult process to understand
(CHAPTER 3), to optimize the process an objective statement has to be defined first
before an objective :function can be developed. The goal of the preform optimization
program is to minimize tooling stress while forming a cost effective product, the
objective was to form the part in a set number of steps and at each step keep the tooling
stresses below a defined maximum shear level. The objective function (4-5) was then
easily derived atter the constraints on the system were applied. By applying constraints
in the manner they were, they ended up speeding up the optimization process rather that
slowing it down.
7S
The objective function works because of the general theory associated with it and
allows for a more flexible optimization process to generate results. By using this
optimization method, the defining of an optimized process will be easy to achieve.
(CHAPTER 6, CHAPTER 7). Details related to how this is done are presented in
CHAPTERS
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CHAPTER 5: TOOLING DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
METHODOLOGY
Despite the significant achievements of finite element based computer simulation
(section 2.2.3) applied to forging, a method of how to optimize a process based on
computer simulations has not yet been developed. As discussed in section 2.3, many
different approaches have been developed and researched as a means to optimization, but
as of today, none has been implemented on a larger scale.
During the present study a preform optimization program was developed to serve
as a link between computer simulation and part optimization. The program generates
possible preform (and tooling) shapes for each of the stages of a multi-step forging
process. The resulting possible multi-step process is then evaluated in a finite element
computer simulation (for our purposes DEFORMTM) to ensure that the candidate tooling
shapes form the proper product geometry and do not produce problematic tooling stress
levels.
By utilizing the developed methodology, engineers can now optimize the tooling
for a multi-stage forging process quicker than with previous design methods. The
program also ensures that the new tooling designs are capable ~f handling the loads and
stresses that are going to be applied to them during the process. The overall effect is to
decrease the total cost ofthe process due to the decrease in tooling damage and scrap.
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5.1 Description of the Tooling Design Optimizat~on Methodology
The best way to understand the optimization program developed in this research is
to be familiar with the project flow chart (Figure 1-6). Guidelines must be followed to
ensure that the optimal product evolution sequence is followed in the shortest amount of
time; thereby ensuring an optimized and cost effective product. The· following sections
(5.1.1- 5.1.4) are the rules and guidelines that should be followed when using this
program in order to ensure that the optimal part sequence is produced when using this
powerful optimization package.
5.1.1 Program Initialization
The beginning of the optimization process involves two separate steps. The first
is to select the product and then break the initial and final geometry of the product down
into data points along a number of boundary sections. This breakdown is what the
perform generator will use to generate the intermediate forming shapes during the
optimization process. The second step is to define the operational conditions that will be
kept constant during the forming process. These have to be defined before the
optimization process can occur to ensure proper analysis of parts.
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~ Part Initialization
As mentioned above, this is where the part and its key geometric attributes are
defined. Since the optimization program bases the preform shapes off of the initial and
final product shapes, a drawing of these attributes should be utilized while initializing the
part. Figure 5-1 is a sample drawing of a possible product which forging operation could
be optimized.
II Initial Workpiece Geometry II
~~...
~;;;;;;;;;;;!...
Final Workpiece Geometry
Figure 5-1 Drawing of Sample Initial and Final Product Shapes
The final geometry should be represented on an X and Y coordinate grid
(clockwise distribution to help with tooling setup) with as many points as are needed to
get fine detail of the part shape (see Figure 5-2). For areas on the part that require more
detail, more points should be used. Once these boundary points are identified, the part
should be·divided into sections of interest. Regions along the boundary that might be
subjected to large stresses can thus be identified individually. For the part in Figure 5-2,
each section of interest is drawn in a different color, and the associated points are listed in
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the adjacent table. In total, ten sections of interest were identified for the particular
.product shown.
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0.0160
0.0320
0.0480
0.0640
0.0800
0.0800
0.0800
0.0700
0.0600
0.0520 .
0.0440
0.0360
0.0280
0.0200
0.0100
o
0.000
-0.016
-0.032
-0.048
-0.064
-0.080
-0.080
-0.080
-0.070
-0.060
-0.052
-0.044
-0.036
-0.028
-0.020
-0.010
0.000
Section
0.1100
0.1100
0.1100
0.1100
0.1100
0.1100
0.1000
0.0900
0.0900
0.0900
0.0756
0.0612
0.0468
0.0324
0.0180
o
o
0.110
0.110
0.110
0.110
0.110
0.110
0.100
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.076
0.061
0.047
0.032
0.018
0.000
0.000
Figure 5-2 Final Part Geometry point Distribntion
Next, the initial geometry should be entered in the same manner. Since the
program uses a one toone relationship of movement during the forming process, all of
the other points should be selected around the boundary of the initial product geometry
with respect to their location in the final geometry. Figure 5-3 shows the initial
geometric layout and boundary points selected for the sample product. The clustering of
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points in certain regions was done in anticipation of large localized deformations during
the forging process.
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0.1500
0.1500
0.1500
0.1500
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0.0938
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0.0188
o
o
o
o
o
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
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0.094
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0.038
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0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Figure 5-3 Initial Part Geometry Point Distribution
Once the initial and final geometry have been entered, a data file must be created
which will be used by the preform generator. During the present study this file was
commonly named the PREFORM.OUT file. Inside a spreadsheet program, the values of
the initial and :final geometry, section of interest and :final point in each section should be
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entered (Figure 5-4). The file then should be saved with an .out ending. It is useful to
print out a copy for reference when running the preform generator program.
After these steps are completed, the section part of the program initialization
phase can be modeled. To ensure that the program returns solutions of the highest
accuracy each step should be followed specifically as described.
Section &
InitialX &Y Final X & Y Point Num ber
Values Values V alu es
A A A(
"
( '\ ( '\
0 0.1500 0 0.1100 1
0.0100 0.1500 0.0160 0.1100 1
0.0200 0.1500 0.0320 0.1100 1
0.0300 0.1500 0.0480 0.1100 1
0.0350 0.1500 0.0640 0.1100 1 5
0.0350 0.1313 0.0800 0.1100 2
0.0350 0.1125 0.0800 0.1000 2 7
0.0350 0.0938 0.0800 0.0900 3
0.0350 0.0750 0.0700 0.0900 3 9
0.0350 0.0563 0.0600 0.0900 4
0.0350 0.0375 0.0520 0.0756 4
0.0350 0.01 88 0.0440 0.0612 4
0.0350 0 0.0360 0.0468 4
0.0300 0 0.0280 0.0324 4
0.0200 0 0.0200 0.0180 4 15
0.0100 0 0.0100 0 5
0 0 0 0 5 17
0.000 0.150 0.000 0.110 6
-0.010 .0.150 -0.01 6 0.110 6
-0.020 0.150 -0.032 0.110 6
-0.030 0.150 -0.048 0.11 0 6
-0.035 0.150 -0.064 0.110 6 22
-0.035 0.131 -0.080 0.110 7
-0.035 0.113 -0.080 0.100 7 24
-0.035 0.094 -0.080 0.090 8
-0.035 0.075 -0.070 0.090 8 26
-0.035 0.056 -0.060 0.090 9
-0.035 0.038 -0.052 0.076 9
-0.035 0.019 -0.044 0.061 9
-0.035 0.000 -0.036 0.047 9
-0.030 0.000 -0.028 0.032 9
-0.020 0.000 -0.020 0.018 9 32
-0.010 0.000 -0.010 0.000 10
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10 34
Figure 5-4 Sample PREFORM.OUT File
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~ Operation Initialization
After the part initialization IS completed, the process variables should be
established. To ensure that the optimization results will be valid, the variables should be
kept constant and also recorded for reference throughout the process. A sample chart that
can be used for this purpose is shown in Table 5-1. Any method or record can be· used as
long as it is easily read, accessed, and referenced.
Table 5-1 Sample Variable Reference Chart
SYstem Controls
Axis-Symmetric ON OFF
Heat Transfer ON OFF
Deformation ON OFF
Number of Steps (> 700)
Save at Step Number « 5)
Strokes per Step « .005)
Total Punch Movement
Material Properties
Workpiece Plastic Elastic Rigid
Dies Plastic Elastic Riqid
Punches Plastic Elastic RiQid
Friction Numbers
Workpiece
Dies
Punches
Mesh Size
Workpiece (> 1000)
Dies (> 800)
Punches (> 800)
5.1.2 First Optimization Attempt
For the first attempt at optimization, the preform generator is run with an even
temporal part forming distribution. This means that if you run the preform generator with
4 steps, each step will run with a 25% forming sequence. At the local boundary point
level, this means that at each of the boundary points defining the starting geometry will
move twenty-five percent of the way toward its final location on the finished product
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during each forging step. When the program is started, a series of commands will be
given about the process. They are:
1. ENTER NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
2. ENTER NUMBER OF FORGING STEPS
3. ENTER NUMBER OF SECTIONS OF INTEREST
4. LAST POINT IN SECTION J
(This command will be given for the total number ofsections established in question 3)
The program command will then determine which stage of the optimization process the
user is at:
SELECT SECTION OF INTEREST
(1) EVEN DISTRIBUTION - FIRST RUN
(2) STRESS OPTIMIZATION
Since this is the first attempt at optimization with this product, selection number 1 should
be entered. The program will then execute the operation and output the following files:
MOVEMENT HISTORY OUT
POINT LOCATIONS. OUT
PERCENTAGE. OUT
when completed, these files should look like Table 5-2, Table 5-3, and Table 5-4,
respectively:
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Table 5-2 Sample MOVEMENT_HISTORY.OUT File
STEP SECTION TMAX TS TSRAT ATSRAT CTSRAT BMOVE
1 1 392 175.029 0.496 0.522 0.050 0.262
1 2 392 254.640 0.722 0.579 -0.247 0.188
1 3 392 235.328 0.667 0.471 -0.418 0.146
1 4 392 3:fl.543 0.940 1.022 0.080 0.270
1 5 392 254.989 0.723 . 0.832 0.132 0.283
1 6 392 129.568 0.367 0.634 0.421 0.355
2 1 392 150.210 0.426 0.522 0.185 0.296
2 2 392 240.043 0.680 0.579 -0.175 0.206
2 3 392 212.799 0.603 0.471 -0.282 0.180
2 4 392 347.848 0.986 1.022 0.035 0.259
2 5 392 305.915 0.867 0.832 -0.042 0.240
2 6 392 237.391 0.673 0.634 -0.061 0.235
3 1 392 160.309 0.454 0.522 0.130 0.282
3 2 392 173.850 0.493 0.579 0.149 0.287
3 3 392 143.228 0.406 0.471 0.137 0.284
3 4 392 277.283 0.786 1.022 0.231 0.308
3 5 392 345.972 0.981 0.832 -0.178 0.205
3 6 392 302.142 0.856 0.634 -0.350 0.162
4 1 392 251.377 0.713 0.522 -0.364 0.159
4 2 392 148.440 0.421 0.579 0.273 0.318
4 3 392 72.707 0.206 0.471 0.562 0.391
4 4 392 485.203 1.375 1.022 -0.346 0.163
4 5 392 267.810 0.759 0.832 0.088 0.272
4 6 392 226.100 0.641 0.634 -0.010 0.247
Table 5-3 Sample POINT_LOCATION.OUT File
STEP- 1 STEP- 2 STEP- 3 ItSTEP- 4 Y l( STEP- 5 Y
X Y It y l( y
0 0.6 0 1.2 0 1,6 0 2.4 0 3
4.4 0.4 4.6 0.6 5.2 1,2 5.6 1.6 6 2
6.4 0 6.6 0 7.2 0 7.6 0 8 0
8.4 0 8.6 0 9.2 0 9.6 0 10 0
11.8 0 11.6 0 11.4 0 11.2 0 11 0
12.8 2.4 13.2 1,8 13.8 1.2 14.4 0.6 15 0
13 3.2 14 2.4 15 1.6 16 0.6 17 0
13.04 3.39 '4.06 2.56 15.12 1.74 16.18 0.92 17.2 0.1
13.08 3.56 14.16 2.72 15.24 1.a8 16,32 1.04 17.4 0.2
13.12 3.74 '4.24 2.69 15.36 2.02 16.48 1,1e 17.8 0.3
13.16 3.92 '4.32 3.04 15.48 2.16 18.64 1.28 17.8 0.4
13.2 4.1 14.4 3.2 15.6 2.3 16.8 1.4 18 0.5
13.24 4.28 14.48 3.36 15.72 2.44 16.96 1.52 18.2 0.6
13.28 4.46 '4.56 3.52 15.84 2.58 17.12 1.64 18.4 0.7
13.32 4.64 14.64 3.68 15.96 2.72 17.28 1.76 18.6 0.8
13.36 4.82 14.72 3.84 16.09 2.86 17.44 1.S8 18.8 0.9
13.4 5 '4.8 4 16.2 3 17.6 2 19 1
13.4 9.2 14.8 7.4 16.2 6.6 17.6 5.6 19 5
13.4 12.4 14.8 11.9 16.2 11.2 17.6 10.8 19 10
13.36 12.6 '4.72 12 16.08 11.4 17.44 10.8 18.8 10.2
13.32 12.8 14.64 12.2 15.96 11.6 17.28 11 18.6 10.4
13.28 13 14.56 12.4 15.84 11.6 17.12 11.2 18,4 10.6
13.24 13.2 14.48 12.6 15.72 12 16.98 11.4 16.2 10.8
13.2 13.4 14.4 12.8 15.6 12.2 16.8 11.6 18 11
13.16 13.6 14.32 13 15.48 12.4 16.64 11.8 17.8 11.2
13.12 13.8 14.24 13.2 15.39 12.6 16.48 12 17.6 11.4
13.08 14 14.16 13.4 15.24 12.8 18.32 12.2 17.4 11.6
13.04 14.2 14.08 13.6 15.12 13 16.16 12.4 17.2 11.9
13 14.4 14 13.8 15 13.2 19 12.6 17 12
12.6 16 13.2 15 13.8 14 14.4 13 15 12
12 17.6 12 16.2 12 14.8 12 13.4 12 12
11.8 18.2 11.6 16.4 11.4 14.6 11.2 12.8 11 11
11.6 18.8 11.2 16.6 10.9 14.4 10.4 12.2 10 10
11.5 19.9 11 17.6 10.5 15.4 '0 13.2 9.5 11
11.4 20.9 10.9 18.6 10.2 16.4 9.6 14.2 9 12
11.4 21.8 10.8 19.6 10.2 17.4 9.6 15.2 9 13
11.4 22.8 10.9 20.6 10.2 19.4 9.8 16.2 9 14
11.4 23.8 10.8 21.6 10.2 19.4 9.6 17.2 8 15
11.4 24 10.8 22 10.2 20 9.6 18 9 16
11.28 23.99 10.56 21.92 9.84 19.68 8.12 17.84 8.4 15.6
10.36 23.92 9.72 21.84 9.08 19.76 8.44 17.68 7.9 15.6
9.44 23.98 8.68 21.78 8.32 19.64 7.76 17.52 7.2 15.4
8.52 23.94 8.04 21.66 7.56 19.52 7.08 17.36 6.6 15.2
7.76 23.8 7.32 21.6 6.96 19.4 6.44 17.2 6 15
7.12 23.6 6.84 21.2 6.59 '9.8 6.29 16.4 6 14
6.48 23.4 9.36 20.8 6.24 18.2 6.12 15.6 6 13
5.84 23.2 5.88 20.4 5.92 17.6 5.96 14.8 6 12
5.2 23 54 20 5.6 17 5.9 14 8 11
4.2 22.8 44 19.6 4.6 16.4 4.9 13.2 5 10
3.2 22.6 3.4 19.2 3.6 15.8 3.9 12.4 4 9
0 22.4 0 18.8 0 15.2 0 11.6 0 9
NUMBER_OF_STEPS= 5
TOTAL_POINTS_USED= 51
NUMBER_OF_SECTIONS= 6
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Table 5-4 Sample PERCENTAGE.OUT File
STEP= 1
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 1=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .200
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 2=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .200
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 3=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .200
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 4=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .200
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 5=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .200
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 6=.200
TOTAL PERCENTAGE MOVED= .200
STEP= 2
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE ·1=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .400
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 2=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .400
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 3=.200
TOTAL]ERCENTAGE_MOVED= .400
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 4=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .400
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 5=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .400
PERCENTAGE OF STAGE 6=.200
TOTAL PERCENTAGE MOVED= .400
~
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 1=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .600
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 2=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .600
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 3=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .600
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 4=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .600
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 5=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .600
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 6=.200
TOTAL PERCENTAGE MOVED= .600
STEP= 4
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 1=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .800
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 2=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .800
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 3=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .800
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 4=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .800
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 5=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED= .800
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 6=.200
TOTAL PERCENTAGE MOVED= .800
STEP= 5
PERCeNTAGE_OF_STAGE 1=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED=1.000
PERCENTAGE_Of_STAGE 2=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED=1.000
PERCENTAGE_Of_STAGE 3=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED=1.000
PERCENTAGE_OF_STAGE 4=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED=1.000
PERCENTAGE_Of_STAGE 5=.200
TOTAL_PERCENTAGE_MOVED=1.000
PERCENTAGE Of STAGE 6=.200
TOTAL PERCENTAGE MOVED=1.000
The results then should be examined and adjusted if they do not develop a rational
forging sequence. This process will be explained more in the two case studies
(CHAPTER 6 and CHAPTER 7) but is important to' input the data correctly or the
computer analysis that is to follow will not be accurate.
Once the part progression is clear of errors, the tooling for each step should be
designed from the preform shape associated with each step. The design of the tooling is
only limited to the geometry of the preform for that step. The X and Y coordinates for
the part, tooling and dies should then be entered into DEFORMTM for analysis (refer to
section 5.1.3).
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5.1.3 DEFORMTM Setup and Analysis
Once the preform shapes have been generated and the tooling and die geometries
have been configured, the information will be entered into DEFORMTM for analysis. The
initialization information developed in Table 5-1 should also be available for input. Once
all the data is entered, the multi-stage simulation should be run. The results will then be
analyzed for its potential for optimization. Analysis will consist of a two level check, the
first level looking at the final geometry of the part and the second level focusing on the
stresses experienced by the tooling during each stage of forging.
The final part geometry should be within tolerances specified by the engineering
drawings. If the program was followed correctly, this should not be a problem because
the program uses the initial and final geometry as bases for all equations. On the off
chance· that the geometry does not align correctly, check the data inputs in the
PREFORM.OUT file and also make sure that the tooling entered into DEFORMTM
matches the geometric shapes produced in the preform generator.
The tooling and dies for each step should be analyzed with respect to the
maximum stress levels experienced along the surfaces. Since stress applied to the tooling
has a direct reflection on the fracture of the tooling and dies, the maximum stress felt
should be limited to a percentage, defined by the engineer, of the yield strength of the
tooling material used. By ensuring that the tooling stress does not exceed this value, the
tooling will run without experiencing sudden or catastrophic failure and increase the
overall tooling life; allowing for maximum production with limited downtime.
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If the stress level lies within an acceptable range, the process is to be considered
"optimized' with respect to the fact that the sequence that is designed for the set number
of stages, outputs a part of acceptable product quality and the tooling used during the
process does not undergo any extraordinary levels of stress which would prematurely
lessen its normal operational life. On the other hand, if the stress levels are greater than
the described yield strength, the part has not been optimized and new part geometries
should be established (see section 5.1.4).
5.1.4 Subsequent Optimization Attempts
If the initial geometry that is produced does not meet acceptable parameters, a
new part sequence should be developed. This process will start the same as the other.
The program will ask for the default inputs again, which should be entered the same way
as the first time. When asked which part of the optimization process is to be preformed,
however, number 2 (stress optimization) should be entered in the command line (see
section 5.1.2).
The program will prompt you to enter the yield strength of the tooling material
and then the weighting factor, to be applied. After these values are entered, the program
will run and again generate part sequences (Table 5-2, Table 5-3, and Table 5-4). The
program generates these parts based on the mathematics developed in section 4.2. The
basic rules can be seen in Figure 5-5.
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1. Define'tmax From The Specific Tooling Material
'f
rnax
- <p. 'fYS
2. For Each Region/Stage Define
i. Take a large sampling of data point
ii. Record the 't's for each region
iii. Average the numbers to get one representative value
3. Calculate for each region and stage the Tooling Stress Ratio
1\ _ [eFTaal (i,j) ]
(jTool(") -1] . 'f
MAX
4. Calculate the Average Tooling Stress Ratio for All the Stages in One Region
N
l:o-(i,j)
.i=l Where N is the Total. Number of Stages(jTool(j) = ...:----
'fMAX
5. Calculate the Change in Tooling Stress Ratio
1\
1\ (jTool(j) - (J'Tool(i,j)
;1(jTool(i,j) = --=-----'--'-
(J'Tool(j)
u. Calculate the New Boundary Movement for Each Region and Stage
*Note: i =stage, j =region*
Figure 5-5 Rules Governing Preform Optimization Code
The mathematic principles in Figure· 5-5 are based on moving a data point in a
linear direction from the initial point location (X;, Y;) on the workpiece geometry to a
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destination on the :final product geometry (X", Yf). The point movement vector is not
based on physical material flow properties but a direct vector relationship. Figure 5·6
depicts the linear movement ofa sample product during a four step multi·stage process.
y
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Stage Tools
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- Initial Product Shape • ••• Final Product Shape
Figure 5-6 Movement ofA Data Point for AFour Step Forging Operation
The candidate tooling location for point P at each stage is shown in Figure 5-6 by
a star mark for a four-stage operation. The first stage location of point P (XPl, YPl) is
calculated by:
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(5-1)
(5-2)
where Pmovel is the percent movement calculated for the selected section, (Xj, Yj) are the
final point locations of data point P on the workpiece. All subsequent stage locations for
point P is calculated by:
(5-3)
(5-4)
where n is the current stage number. The error check for the system requires that the
final location of point P should equal (Xj, Yj) and the total sum of Pmove should equal one
hundred percent.
By using the methods above, the stress levels experienced by the tooling can be
controlled to ensure that the tooling is getting its greatest forging life. Each time that a
change is made, the preform generator should be run with the new preform and tooling
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geometries developed (as described in this section). The information should then be
analyzed in DEFORMTM (see section 5.1.3) to ensure that the changes enable the
optimization process to continue.
This process is repeated as many times as it takes the stress, which is applied on
the tooling, to go below the defined maximum tooling stress, 'tMAX, for every stage. At
this point the forging sequence that was generated allows the production of a part that
meets quality standards, enhanced tooling life, and optimized forging sequence.
5.2 Assumptions Used to Verify the Program Results
Since this research is the stepping-stone to further forging optimization work,
some assumptions had to be established to test the validity of the results. The majority of
the assumptions were made to simplify the number of variables that were being
controlled during the optimization of the process. The variables, which were controlled,
include:
• Lubrication / Friction Factor: Since the conditions that DEFORMTM operates
under have to remain constant, a default friction factor was assigned for the
process. Since the forging operation uses the technique of flood cooling to not
only control the temperature in the machine but also increase the flow of metal, a
low value was chosen.
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• Machine Type: The majority of the multi-stage machines used are mechanical
cam driven presses and this was the default machine type chosen for the
experiments. With this type of machine, a total travel length was selected; the
total length is the measurement for top dead center to bottom dead center on the
cam. This translates to the maximum travel the punch can have.
• Mesh Size: DEFORMTM uses finite element analysis (section 2.2.3.1) to
accurately simulate the forging process, therefore a mesh must be applied to the
workpiece and tooling to calculate the stresses, strains, and other important data
generated during the operation. To ensure that all the results were being
calculated with the same accuracy, a default grid size was used for the meshing
operation.
• Material Used: For both of the case studies run, the same tooling and workpiece
materials were selected. For the workpiece, a 302 stainless steel was selected
based on the industrial practice with this material and also the accurate material
flow data that is available. For the tooling, a M4 tooling steel was used. The M4
steel was selected based on the recommendation of many tooling fabricators who
said that the properties of the steel allowed it to be used under forging conditions
which exist during a multi-stage process.
• Material States: Two different material states were used to calculate the stresses,
strains and other parameters during the forging process. For the tooling, an elastic
material state was used because the tooling should not be permanently deforming
and therefore is only experiencing stresses in the elastic region of the stress strain
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curve (Figure 3-4). The workpiece has a plastic material state. This is due to the
workpiece being permanently deformed into the final product state and the strains
being developed during this process need to be calculated.
By controlling these variables, the optimization program can be accurately
analyzed for its ability to generate preform shapes. Also, the variables are controlled at
states that would be normally experienced during the forging process so the data analyzed
will be accurate. This will allow for a· quicker analysis of the optimization program to
see if the objective function created to govern the optimization process is valid.
5.3 Comments About the Process
The goal of the optimization program is to· initially set the framework for a more
advanced optimization program that will be used in industry to optimize new and current
multi-stage forging operations. The main premise of the program is to generate candidate
tooling shapes quickly which are then analyzed in DEFORMTM. DEFORMTM will run the
multi-stage operation and output stress and strain in the tooling as well as the material
preform shapes obtained. These values are compared to an acceptable product quality
chart, which will tell the engineer if the operation is optimized and if it is not, where the
problems will occur during an actual forging operation.
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY I - NUT PRODUCT
The first test using the newly developed process optimization methodology was
preformed with a fastener nut as the target product. This item was selected because of its
wide variety of applications in the fastener industry and also because it is manufactured
with a multi-stage process. In addition, a nut product is a good test article because the
geometry could pose an optimization challenge. This is due to the intricate comers and
features that typical nut products possess. The following sections will cover the
background of the nut, the optimization process, and finally, a summary about the nut
optimization process.
6.1 Background of the Nut Product
The nut has evolved into an important type of fastener since the advent of modem
technology. In the past, the nut was solely used in the construction and automobile
industries as a part of a system which would hold other components together. Today, its
role has expanded, and nut products are used in many· different industries to do many
different jobs. Nuts are an integral part of assemblies in the computer, data
communications, telecommunications, general electronics, automotive and avionics
industries. They also are a part of the telephones used throughout the world and on the
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space shuttles that travel "out of this world". As a result of the expanded market, nut
products are among the most produced types offasteners today.
Two of the top producers of nut products are SPS Technologies and Penn
Engineering and Manufacturing Corp (combined these two companies hold more than
halfofthe market share). Both have designed a line of self-clinching nuts that become an
integral part of the material into which they are installed. The nuts provide a reliable
means ofattaching components to sheet metal and plastic. A sampling oftypical modem
nut products can be seen in Figure 6-1 .
•
Figure 6-1 Various Not Shaped Products
The reason the nut has become very popular is due to the high strength which it
possesses, which enables the nut to undergo higher loading than other common fusteners
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and still operate without failing. The high strength aspect is due to the multi-stage cold
forging operation it takes to form the nut. The forming is usually done from stock wire
slugs that go through a five stage forging process with the fifth stage being a shearing
operation to create the through hole in the center of the nut; a- process that takes only a
few seconds.
Finding an optimized way to produce each modem high performance nut product
is vital if a company hopes to compete against other less expensive fasteners. The cost
savings a manufacturer can benefit from if an optimized sequence is used is absolutely
critical to capturing the target market.
As Figure 6-1 shows, nut products come in many different shapes and materials;
therefore a general forging sequence cannot be used for all nut products. The
optimization methodology developed during the present study will use all the variables
like shape and material and find the optimum preform shapes and tooling setup for a
specific nut product. The following section describes the optimization process for a
generic nut product. The nut product optimization process was preformed to test· the
ability of the coupled numerical tooling shape generator / DEFORMTM methodology to
determine optimal preform shapes and tooling sequences.
6.2 Optimization Process
The flow of the nut optimization process will proceed as discussed in CHAPTER
5, starting with the product initialization and ending with the last optimization run. A
summary about the findings will be discussed in section 6.3.
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6.2.1 Program Initialization
The :first step in the process is to draw a sketch ofthe product (Figure 6-2) since
there are normally no blue prints available. The sketch is useful to see the product and to
begin to formulate how many data points and different sections will be required to
accurately model the part. Since DEFORMTM is a two-dimensional axis-symmetric
modeling system, a three dimension sketch is not required.
Figure 6-2 Sketch ofNut Product
The boundary ofthe part in this case was divided into six sections or regions, with
each section representing a unique geometric aspect of the part. Within each of the
sections, data points were assigned in order to form a geometric representation of the
product. The total number of points representing the nut was fifty-one; an arbitrary
number. The final part geometry can be seen in Figure 6-3.
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0.11 0 2
0.15 0 2
0.17 0 2
0.172 0.001 2
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0.176 0.003 2
0.176 0.004 2
0.18 0.005 2
0.182 0.005 2
0.184 0.007 2
0.186 0.006 2
0.188 0.009 2
0.19 0.01 3
0.19 0.05 3
0.19 0.1 3
0.188 0.102 3
0.186 0.104 3
0.184 0.108 3
0.182 0.108 3
0.18 0.11 3
0.176 0.112 3
0.176 0.114 3
0.174 0.116 3
0.172 0.116 3
0.17 0.12 4
0.15 0.12 4
0.12 0.12 4
0.11 0.11 4
0.1 0.1 4
0.095 0.11 5
0.09 0.12 5
0.09 0.13 5
0.09 0.14 5
0.09 0.15 5
0.09 0.16 5
0.084 0.158 5
0.076 0.158 5
0.072 0.154 5
0.066 0.152 5
0.08 0.15 5
0.06 0.14 5
0.06 0.13 5
0.06 0.12 6
0.06 0.11 6
0.05 0.1 6
0.04 0.09 6
o 0.08 6
Final Geometry
-NUT PRODUCf-
Figure 6-3 Nut Product Final Geometry and Data Points
The next step' was to relate the data points and sections of the final product to
those of the initial workpiece. By using more data points and sections, the error in
relating the final geometry to the initial geometry will be decreased. The initial nut shape
with its geometry and data points can be seen in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4 Nut Product Initial Geometry and Data Points
Once the geometry of the nut had been defined, a check was done to ensure that
the proper units had been used and that no errors had been made entering the data point
positions. Once the data was found to be error free, it was time to generate the
PREFORMOUT file, Figure 6-5. This data was used by the optimization program to
generate preform and tooling shapes for each optimization attempt.
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Section &
Initial X & y FinalX& Y Point Number
Values Values Values
~~~
0 0 0 0.03 1
0.04 0 0.06 0.02 1
0.06 0 0.08 0 1
0.08 0 0.1 0 1
0.12 0 0.11 0 1 5
0.12 0.03 0.15 0 2
0.12 0.04 0.17 0 2
0.12 0.042 0.172 0.001 2
0.12 0.044 0.174 0.002 2
0.12 0.046 0.176 0.003 2
0.12 0.048 0.178 0.004 2
0.12 0.05 0.18 0.005 2
0.12 0.052 0.182 0.006 2
0.12 0.054 0.184 0.007 2
0.12 0.056 0.186 0.008 2
0.12 0.058 0.188 0.009 2
0.12 0.06 0.19 0.01 2 17
0.12 0.09 0.19 0.05 3
0.12 0.13 0.19 0.1 3
0.12 0.132 0.188 0.102 3
0.12 0.134 0.186 0.104 3
0.12 0.136 0.184 0.106 3
0.12 0.138 0.182 0.108 3
0.12 0.14 0.18 0.11 3
0.12 0.142 0.178 0.112 3
0.12 0.144 0.176 0.114 3
0.12 0.146 0.174 0.116 3
0.12 0.148 0.172 0.118 3
0.12 0.15 0.17 0.12 3 29
0.12 0.17 0.15 0.12 4
0.12 0.19 0.12 0.12 4
0.12 0.2 0.11 . 0.11 4
0.12 0.21 0.1 0.1 4
0.12 0.22 0.095 0.11 4 34
0.12 0.23 0.09 0.12 5
0.12 0.24 0.09 0.13 5
0.12 0.25 0.09 0.14 5
0.12 0.26 0.09 0.15 5
0.12 0.26 0.09 0.16 5
0.12 0.26 0.084 0.158 5
0.11 0.26 0.078 0.156 5
0.1 0.26 0.072 0.154 5
0.09 0.26 0.066 0.152 5
0.082 0.26 0.06 0.15 5
0.074 0.26 0.06 0.14 5
0.066 0.26 0.06 0.13 5
0.058 0.26 0.06 0.12 5 47
0.05 0.26 0.06 0.11 6
0.04 0.26 . 0.05 0.1 6
0.03 0.26 0.04 0.09 6
0 0.26 0 0.08 6 51
Figure 6-5 Nut PREFORM.OUT File
After all of the geometric aspects of the initialization process were entered, it was
time to establish the operational conditions of the multi-stage forging process. The
assumed forging machine was a mechanical press that had a total cam travel length of six
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inches, driven at a constant rate·of two cycles per second. The machine was assumed to
have a constant flood cooling method to control temperature and lubrication; therefore
the friction :factor was selected to be relatively IQw.
To ensure accuracy during the computer simulation a fairly large finite element
mesh size was used. The tooling was modeled elastically with a mesh size of700 and the
workpiece was modeled plastically with a mesh size of 500. The program was setup to
move the punch one hundred thousandths of an inch (.001") every step and record the
data for every step taken.
These data points for this case are entered in a reference chart, similar to the one
in Table 5-1, which was easily accessed every time a computer simulation was run. The
chart for the nut optimization can be seen in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 Nut Product Variable Reference Chart
System Controls
Axis Symmetric ON OFF
Heat Transfer ON OFF
Deformation ON OFF
Stroke per Step 0.001"
Save at Step Number 1
Total Punch Movement 6"
Materials Properties
Workpiece Plastic Elastic Rigid
Die Plastic Elastic Rigid
Punch Plastic Elastic Rigid
Ram Plastic Elastic Rigid
Friction Factor
Workpiece and Punch 0.08
Workpiece and Die 0.08
Mesh Size
Workpiece 500
Die 700
Punch 700
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The final step in the initialization process was to gather the material data for the
workpiece and tools. In industry, one of more common nut materials is. 302 stainless
steel. This. steel ensures the nut will have the proper strength attributes if formed
correctly and also that it will not decay over time; risking. the safety of the assembly the
nut is a part of.
Since the nut is being modeled and deformed plastically, the flow stress data are
needed. DEFORMTM calculates the flow stress based on the strain, strain rate, and
temperature:
(6-1)
This means that the material will deform differently at varying stains, strain rates, and
temperatures. The nut was modeled in the perfect case without heat transfer
considerations because the process is done under controlled and cold temperatures. A
default forming temperature of 70°C was chosen. The stress strain curve for this steel can
be found in any material handbook, but since it is a commonly used steel, the data set is
already programmed into DEFORMTM'S material database. Figure 6-6 is the stress vs.
strain curve DEFORMTM utilizes for 302 stainless steel.
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Figure 6-6 Stress Vs. Strain Curve for 302 Stainless Steel
The tool steel selected for the punches and dies was a M4 tooling steel. This
material was selected because of its high strength and superior performance under high
cyclic loading. The material was modeled elastically so the stresses experienced during
the forming cycle could be recorded; therefore only the Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio were required for the modeling process. This material once again can be easily
located in any materials handbook. The Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are
30458.4 ksi and 0.3, respectively.
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Figure 6-6 Stress Vs. Strain Curve for 302 Stainless Steel
The 1001 steel selected for the punches and dies was a M4 toolL'1g steeL This
material \vas selected be,CallSe of its high strength and superior performllilce under high
The material was modeled el£lsl:ca.lJ so the stresses experienced during
the forming could be recorded: therefore only the modulus and Poisson"s
ratio were required for the modeling process. This material once again can be easily
located in any materials handbook. The Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are
30458.4 ksi and 0.3, respectively.
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The other information about the tooling steel that is crucial to the optimization
process is the yield strength. If the. stress levels go above this point, the material state
will move from elastic to plastic and consequentially deform; therefore, the optimization
program will try to keep all the stresses below this point. For M4 tooling steel, the yield
strength is 392 ksi.
6.2.2 Optimization Run #1
With all of the vital information defined and recorded, optimization attempts
iterations were completed. The first optimization run assumed an even percentage
movement of all the boundaries on the nut. The preform generator was executed and the
following commands were entered (Table 6-2).
Table 6-2 Nut Product Preform Generator Commands and Answers
Preform Command Answer
Enter Number of Data Points 51
Enter Number of Forging Steps 4
Enter Number of Sections of Interest 6
Enter Last Point in Section J 5,17,29,34,47,51(respectively)
After the commands had been entered, the even distribution - first run selection
was made in the next command window. Assuming all the data was entered correctly,
the program would run and generate the movement history, preform point locations and
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the percentages of each move. The resultant files resemble the ones in Table 5-2, Table
5-3, and Table 5-4. The point locations·file is the file that was then used to generate the
tooling for the modeling process. The other files were reviewed to ensure that no errors
where made by the preform generator.
The tooling design that was used for the first set of simulations was based on the
preform shape data points with some extrapolation. Before the tooling shapes were
established, the data set was graphed to ensure that the shapes the preform generator
created were reasonable. As can be seen in Figure 6-7, the shapes which were generated
do not poses any geometric errors, therefore the tooling was designed to forge these
shapes.
.,.,. -- -",.".. ...."
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Figure 6-7 Nut Product Preform Shapes - Optimization run #1
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The tooling for each operation consisted of a die and a punch. The geometries of
the tooling were based on the data points that the preform generator created for each
stage. Figure 6-8 shows the tooling was used for optimization run #1. For each set of
punch and die, a table was created of the data points used to generate the tooling shapes.
This table served as a quick reference guide when the tooling for the particular stage was
being entered into DEFORMTM during the simulation stage of the optimization process.
The table for optimization run #1 can be seen in Table 6-3.
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Figure 6-8 Nut Product Tooling - Optimization run #1
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Table 6-3 Nut Product Tooling Point Locations· Optimization run #1
/.:s:m"'~B<J.i~s,@mP:i··?:'I¥~$1-1$M*."'clu>mfkThii$&'Hel$M?U#i*~iii4WM1&fi,J;'>f!-f!fA"iiI6lliI,,*~<MD;4"lj@{jlI4eWjJWME'i,,"'f4·;tl'S1¥ ...···
, Slagel Stage 2 Slage3 Slag84
DIe Pmlcll Die PQIlcII DIe Puncll DIe Pmlch
0.1375 0.0475 , 0.1375 0.0475 0.155 0.035 0.155 0.035 0 0.125 0.1725 0.0225 0 0.08 0.19 0.01
; 0.2 0.0475 0.137 0.04575 0.2 0.035 0.154 0.0335 0.0375 0.1325 0.171 0.02125 0.04 0.09 0.188 0.009
0.2 0.35 0.1365 0.044 0.2 0.3 0.153 0.032 0.0475 0.14 0.1695 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.188 0.008
0 0.35 0.136 0.04225 0 0.3 0.152 0.0305 0.0575 0.1475 0.188 0.01875 0.08 0.11 0.184 0.007
0 0.215 0.1355 0.0405 0 0.17 0.151 0.029 0.0595 0.155 0.1885 0.0175 0:08 0.12 0.182 0.008
0.0325 0.2175 0.135 0.03875 0.035 0.175 0.15 0.0275 0.0815 0.1825 0.185 0.01625 0.08 0.13 0.18 0.005
i 0.0425 0.22 0.1345 0.037 0.045 0,18 0.149 0.028 0.0635 0.17 0.1635 0.015 0.08 0.14 0.176 0.004
, 0.0525 0.2225 0.134 0.0352S 0.055 0.165 0.148 0.0245 0.0855 0.1775 0.162 0.01375 0.08 0.15 0.176 0.003
0.0585 0.225 0.1335 0.0335 0.059 0.19 0.147 0.023 0.072 0.179 0.1605 0.0125 0.086 0.152 0.174 0.002
, 0.0645 0.2275 0.133 0.03175 0.063 0.195 0.146 0.0215 0.079 0.1805 0.159 0.01125 0.072 0.154 0.172 0.001
0.0705 0.23 0.1325 0.03 0.087 0.2 0.145 0.02 0.088 0.182 0.1575 0.01 0.078 0.156 0.17 0
, 0.0765 0.2325 0.1275 0.0225 0.071 0.205 0.135 0.015 0.093 0.1835 0.1425 0.0075 0.084 0.158 0.15 0
0.084 0.233 0.1175 0 0.078 0.206 0.115 0 0.0975 0.185 0.1125 0 0.09 0.16 0.11 0
! 0.093 0.2335 0.065 0 0.088 0.207 0.09 0 0.0975 0.1775 0.095 0 0.09 0.15 0.1 0
0.102 0.234 0.065 0 0.094 0.208 0.07 0 0.0975 0.1875 0.075 0 0.09 0.14 0.08 0
0.111 0.2345 0.045 0.005 0.102 0.206 0.05 0.01 0.0975 0.1575 0.055 0.015 0.09 0.13 0.09 0.02 !
0.1125 0.235 0 0.0075 0.105 0.21 0 0.015 0.0975 0.1475 0 0.0225 0.09 0.12 0 0.03
0.1125 0.2325 0 -lJ.25 0.105 0.205 0 -lJ.25 0.10125 0.1375 0 -lJ.25 0.095 0.11 0 -lJ.25
" 0.1125 0.2225 0.1375 -lJ.25 0.105 0.195 0.155 -lJ.25 0.105 0.1275 0.1725 -lJ.25 0.1 0.1 0.19 -lJ.25
• 0.1125 0.2125 0.1375 0.0475 0.105 0.185 0.155 0.035 0.1125 0.1325 0.1725 0.0225 0.11 0.11 0.19 0.01
0.1125 0.2025 0.105 0.175 0.12 0.1375 0.12 0.12
0.11375 0.1925 0.1075 0.185 0.1425 0.1325 0.15 0.12
,
0.115 0.1825 0.11 0.155 0.1575 0.1275 0.17 0.12 ~'. 0.1175 0.ln5 0.115 0.155 0.159 0.1255 0.172 0.1180.12 0.1725 0.12 0.155 0.1805 0.1235 0.174 0.1180.1275 0.1575 0.135 0.145 0.162 0.1215 0.176 0.114 ~. 0.1325 0.1425 0.145 0.135 0.1635 0.1195 0.178 0.1120.133 0.1405 0.146 0.133 0.165 0.1175 0.18 0.110.1335 0.1365 0.147 0.131 0.1885 0.1155 0.182 0.1080.134 0.1365 0.148 0.129 0.188 0.1135 0.184 0.108 ~
" 0.1345 0.1345 0.149 0.127 0.1895 0.1115 0.188 0.104 -\l
0.135 0.1325 0.15 0.125 0.171 0.1095 0.188 0.102
, 0.1355 0.1305 0.151 0.123 0.1725 0.1075 0.19 0.1
0.138 0.1285 0.152 0.121 0.1725 0.06 0.19 0.05
, 0.1385 0.1285 0.153 0.119 0.1725 0.0225 0.19 0.01
0.137 0.1245 0.154 0.117 0.23 0.0225 0.25 0.01
, 0.1375 0.1225 0.155 0.115 0.23 0.3 0.25 0.3
.0.1375 0.08 0.155 0.07 0 0.3 0 0.3
; 0.1375 0.0475 0.155 0.035 0 0.125 0 0.08
..
' -
,!
" '" '/".- ..- . ,."
WIth the tooling generated, DEFORMTM was run to analyze the stresses
experienced by the dies and punches to see ifthey fell within the optimized window. The
nut product was evaluated with a tooling stress weighting factor often percent; therefore,
the maximum stress applied to the tooling at any point could not be greater than 352 ksi
or ninety percent ofthe tooling yield stress.
The weighting factor assigned to the yield strength allows the program to run
under the yield strength and also give a safety level for random error that could occur
during the calculation of the yield strength. The number also adds a buffer to offset the
effects of cyclic loading and fatigue on the tooling. Overall, the weighting factor
increases the tooling life by reducing the stress experienced by the tooling.
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The first step in DEFOR.MTM was to enter the operational conditions established
in Table 6-1. Once the simulation data was set, the workpiece and tooling geometry was
entered and the meshes and boundary conditions generated. The meshed parts should
resembled the workpiece and tooling shapes seen in Figure 6-9. The color difference
between the workpiece mesh and the tooling mesh is due to the material deformation
state. Since the workpiece is deforming plastically it is colored yellow and since the
tooling is deforming elastically it is colored blue.
Figure 6-9 Nut Product Workpiete and Tooling Meshes
The boundary conditions placed on the objects were established to help
DEFORMTM understand the forging sequence·as much as possible. The conditions act as
a wall of the forging machine so that the workpiece and tooling do not rotate in a
physically impossible manner. The boundary conditions applied on the simulation can be
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The first in DEFOR1VJT'" was to enter the operational conditions established
in Table 6-1. Once the . data was set, the workpiece and tooling geometry was
entered and the meshes and conditions generated. The meshed parts should
resembled the and tOOlitig shapes seen in Figure 6-9. The color difference
between the mesh and the tooling mesh is due to the material deformation
state. Since the workpiece is defonning plastically it is colored yellow and sii1ce the
tooling is deformiIlg elastically it is colored blue.
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Figure 6-9 Nut Product Workpiece and Tooling Meshes
Punch
The boundary conditions placed on the objects were established to help
DEFORMT\,1 understand the forging sequence as much as possible. The conditions act as
a wall of the forging machine so that the workpiece and tooling do not rotate in a
physically impossible manner. The boundary conditions applied on the simulation can be
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seen in Figure 6-10. The more boundary conditions that can be applied to the system the
more accurately DEFORM'fM will modelthe forging operation.
Figure 6-10 Nut product Boundary Conditions
DEFORMrM models one forging stage at a time. At the end of each stage, the
new tooling data was entered and the meshes and boundary conditions reapplied. After
all four steps had been modeled and simulated the results were analyzed. Figure 6-11
shows the results from the forging sequence optimization attempt number one. The
pictures show the tooling and workpiece at the beginning of each respective stage. The
final product image is the strain distn1>ution in the part at the end ofthe forging sequence.
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Stage 4
Stage 2
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Stage 3
Figure 6-11 Nut Product Flow Sequence - Optimization run #1
Since the goal of the .optimization process was to restrict the maximum stress on
the tooling and maintain it below the yield strength of the tooling material, the stresses
applied during the process were examined. DEFORMTM has a function which allows the
tracking of material points throughout the forming process. The stresses and strains the
point experiences during the process can then be analyzed. In the initialization phase, the
part was broken into six stages. Data points along these six stages were tracked to find
the maximum stress for each region. Figure 6-12 shows a region being analyzed for
maximum stresses.
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Figure 60012 Point Tracking for Maximum Stresses
The results from the point tracking procedure can be seen in Table 6-4 where the
highlighted values are regions that had higher stresses than allowable. There were six
regions of the nut during·different stages which ended up above the maximum tooling
stress value, thus the product and tooling shapes were not yet optimized and the preform
generator needed to be run again.
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Figure 6-12 PoilIllt Tracking for Maximum Stresses
The results from the point tracking procedure can be seen in Table 6-4 \vhere the
higJ--Jighted values are regions that had higher stresses than allowable. There were SLX
regions of the nut during diflerent stages which ended up above the maximum tooling
stress value, thus the product and tooling shapes were not yet optimized and the preform
generator needed to be run again.
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Table 6-4 Nut Product Stress Results - Optimization run #1
*HighHghted values are above the allowed stress level·
section
A
B
C
o
E
F
smge1 smge2 smge3 smge4
Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
93.060 463.051 563.574 294.887
92.067 630.904 390.596 161.974
39.283 288.348 313.007 61.636
144.479 287.510 416.041 290.446
99.962 191.509 292.978 414.216
78.098 201.141 215.861 647.465
6.2.3 Optimization Run #2
The first step in· the re-optimization attempt was to generate a tooling stress file
(TOOLINGSTESS.OU1) that contained the tooling stress results from the previous
optimization attempt. This can be seen in Figure 6-13. The file was utilized by the
preform generator to create new preform and tooling shapes based on the values of the
tooling stresses determined from the previous optimization iteration.
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Stage 2
i:jSI~cUons A - F
Stage 3
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93.060
92.067
39.283
144.479
99.962
78.098
463.051
630.904
288.348
287.510
191.509
201.141
563.574
390.596
313.007
416.041
292.978
215.861
294.887
161.974
61.636
290.446
414.216
647.465
Figure 6-13 Nut Product TOOLINGSTRESS.OUT Flle
Once again the preform generator was run so that the new preform shapes could
be generated and analyzed. As previously shown in section 6.2.2, the program will
prompt the user for data about the forming process. The same process commands used
during optimization run #1 (Table 6-2) were entered. The stress optimization command
should then be sele'cted at the next program prompt. The final entries into the computer
program were the shear yield stress ofthe tooling material (in our case 392 ksi for the M4
tooling steel) and ~e weighting fuctor often percent.
The stress optimization process then utilized the stresses experience by the tooling
in Table 6-4 and the equations developed in section 4.2 to generate new preform shapes.
After the program was run, new movement history (Table 5-2), point location (Table
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5-3), and percentage moved (Table 5-4) files were generated for the new preform shapes.
The new shapes that were generated had some errors related to the geometric attn'butes.
To be. able to form the shapes, the errors had to be eliminated. The computer generated
shapes and the resultant corrected shapes can be seen in Figure 6-14.
Computer Generated Preform Shapes
====::::.~~""",--""""----~
Corrected·Preform Shapes
Figure 6-14 Nut Product Preform Shapes. Optimization Run #2
WIth the preform shapes clear of errors, the tooling could be designed for each
stage. Figure 6-15 and Table 6-5 show the tooling shapes and the data point locations for
optimization run #2. This data was entered into DEFORMTM to analyze the tooling
stresses experienced during processing with the new tooling shapes.
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Figure 6-15 Nut Product Tooling - Optimization Run #2
Table 6-5 Nnt Prodnct Tooling Point Locations - Optimization Run #2
""_""_d"'"~~" ",~, '''.-' 'I~ _ "." '~-;ag~'~
Ole Punch Ole -sa PlIIlch Ole Punch Ole ""'II- "Punch
o 0.1823 0 -0.25 0 0.124 0 -0.25 0 0.06 0.000 -0.250 0 0.08 0 -0.25
0.03432 0.1866 0.2 -0.25 0.0376 0.132 0.2 -0.25 0.04 0.09 0.200 -0.250 0.04 0.09 0.25 -0.25
0.04432 0.1909 0.2 0.07224 0.0476 0.139 0.2 0.069 0.05 0.1 0.200 0.029 0.05 0.1 0.25 0.1
( 0.05432 0.1953 0.1511 0.07224 0.0576 0.147 0.157 0.0687 0.06 0.11 0.164 0.029 0.00 0.11 0.19 0.1
, 0.0588 0.204 0.15 0.03681 0.0594 0.181 0.15 0.0383 0.05983 0.1319 0.163 0.021 0.08 0.12 0.19 0.05
0.0638 0.208 0.1491 0.03704 0.0616 0.168 0.149 0.0368 0.06051 0.1411 0.161 0.026 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.01 ;
0.0684 0.212 0.1482 0.03548 0.0641 0.175 0.149 0.0352 0.06119 0.1502 0.160 0.025 0.06 0.14 0.168 0.009 ~
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The data entry into DEFORMrMwas the same discussed in section 6.2.2. The
simulation initialization data (Table 6-1) was entered and then the geometries of the
.tooling were entered and meshed. The simulations for each stage were then run,
checking to ensure that the final part was geometrically correct. Figure 6-16 shows the
results of the DEFORMTM simulations. Once ag~ the shapes of the workpiece and
tooling before the respected forging operation and the final part strain mapping are
shown.
Stage 1
...
Stage 4
Stage 2
...
...
Stage 3
Final Product
Figure 6-16 Nut Product Flow Sequence - Optimization Run #2
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The tooling was then analyzed for the stresses experienced while forging the part.
The results from the point tracking can be seen in Table 6-6. As the chart shows, there
were still regions which were above the maximum value of stress desired; therefore the
optimization process needed to be run again to generate a third set ofpreform and tooling
shapes.
Table 6-6 Nut Product Stress Results - Optimization Ron #2
section
A
B
C
o
E
F
Stage 1
Max Stress
265.877
300.452
219.665
221.116
140.396
123.599
Stage 2
Max Stress
·395.6470
429.5097
282.9008
382.6796
393.5564
557.244
Stage 3
Max Stress
539.651
552.054
413.140
360.396
464.055
379.011
Stage 4
Max Stress
229.9901
324.7275
229.0428
503.8059
332.2875
174.6127
6.2.4 Optimization Runs #3 - #9
The optimization process continued in the same manner as above until the
generated preform shapes resulted in tooling that did not reach a maximum stress above
the allowable amount. For the nut product, it took a total of nine optimization runs to
generated tooling which did not experience stresses above the maximum value. Figure
6-17 shows the forming sequences of the optimization runs and the final part strain
mapping and Table 6-7 shows the maximum stresses experienced by the punch during the
forming operation.
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Figure 6-17 Nut Product Forming Sequence - Optimization runs #3-#9
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Table 6-7 Nut Product Stress Results· Optimization runs #3-#9
Stage 1 Stage 2· Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 186.954 150.253 222.801 222.615
Optimization Run #3 B 285.233 207.436 184.451 127.946C 277.803 47.662 85.085 95.666
0 304.655 275.009 406.856 490.817'
E 186.170 216.332 306.678 444.778
F 94.410 113.235 214.019 37'9.520
SlIge 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 139.054 150.003 342.885 539.508
Optimization Run #4 B 220.079 260.906 309.814 553.415C 183.901 194.180 496.976 1208.248
0 167.868 360.970 594.821 117'8.145
E 178.162 258.946 579.343 1000.184
F 144.575 220.706 239.661 738.102
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 159.254 155.025 266.224 226.017
Optimization Run #5 B 259.652 188.058 182.623 146.265C 152.296 49.512 89.024 223.658
0 264.817 205.801 192.272 326.354
E 244.474 206.640 373.918 267.443
F 120.269 206.593 424.626 220.551
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 131.043 156.590 180.544 215.400
Optimization Run #6 B 181.753 308.026 184.538 134.166C 176.582 105.549 106.277 71.994
0 213.053 274.972 294.101 510.383
E 178.883 315.789 281.706 379.114
F 155.322 298.305 85.145 498.929
SlIge 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 175.029 150.210 160.309 251.377
Optimization Run #7 B 254.640 240.043 173.850 148.440C 235.328 212.799 143.228 72.707
0 331.543 347.848 277.283 485.203
E 254.989 305.915 345.972 267.810
F 129.566 237.391 302.142 226.100
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 188.211 148.095 166.996 210.201
Optimization Run #8 B 293.564 216.739 187.727 130.696C 322.068 223.039 121.266 83.484
0 338.031 266.099 286.497 509.433
E 273.502 259.992 277.055 389.116
F 149.551 170.191 150.964 251.698
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 187.866 145.307 180.510 234.098
Optimization Run #9 B 298.688 215.352 190.686 162.373C 318.701 238.871 144.491 66.161
0 322.760 291.962 318.994 315.484
E 293.998 283.637 311.761 293.594
F 125.266 193.736 275.988 351.852
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The tooling shapes used in optimization run #9 met the requirements set in the
optimization criteria. The optimization program forged a geometrically tolerant part in
four steps and the stresses experienced by the tooling did not exceed the set percentage
value of tooling yield strength. The fixed preform shapes and tooling used to form the
product can be seen in Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19, respectively. The physical tooling
for the nut product could now be machined using the shapes created by the program and
implemented with a knowledge that the formed parts would be of the highest quality and
that the tooling life could be extended due to the reduction ofexcess stresses.
.·1-Stage 1 - Stage 2 Stage 3 --- Stage 41
Figure 6-18 Nut Product Preform Shapes - Optimization Run #9
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Figure 6-19 Nut Product Tooling - Optimization Run #9
6.3 General Summary of Nut Product Optimization Process
The overall optimization process worked well. The computer program generated
preform shapes which were used to create tooling for the multi-stage forging' operation.
The final tooling shapes forged the part to the tolerances required and also did not
experience stress levels greater than ninety percent of the M4 tool steel yield strength.
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This will ensure that the tooling will not fail due to excessive stresses and its operational
life will increase.
The benefit from the process is that the time required 'to design the tooling for a
process has decreased and there is now an insurance the tooling will form the part
without failing prematurely. If a company was evaluating whether or not to manufacture
this type of nut, a cost analysis could also be done to see if it was finically beneficial.
The optimization program would be a great tool if the nut product modeled was to be
manufactured in real life. Thus, the optimization methodology developed during the
present study was partially validated. A similar validation with a second class of product
can be found in the· next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7: CASE STUDY II - RIVET PRODUCT
The second product utilized to test of the optimization methodology developed
was a rivet. This product was selected because of the wide role it plays in the fastener
industry and because it is quite different from a nut in geometry. This geometry change
was key in order to ensure that the preform optimization program was able to handle a
vast range of products with different geometries. The chapter will be structured
materially the same as CHAPTER 6.
7.1 Background ofthe Rivet
While being one of the oldest type of fastener used, the rivet has also seen a
drastic role change during recent decades. The rivet was the sole fastener used to hold
armor and weapons together for the warriors of early times. Since then, the rivet's role
has evolved into being a major component in bridges, military equipment, vehicles, and
airplanes. In many cases rivets are the only fasteners holding objects together.
The rivet shape has also been adopted by the fastener industry as the primary
shape for innovative screws and pins. These new products, a small sampling can be seen
in Figure 7-1, are an integral part of the dimensionally small yet vital assemblies in
computer, automotive, telecommunication and avionic hardware. As the trend in these
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industries continues to moves to smaller, more lightweight and durable objects, the rivet
and its physical and mechanical attributes will continue to evolve·meeting demands to be
stronger, lighter and smaller.
Figure 7-1 Various Rivet Shaped Products
There are a large number of companies that manufacture various rivet type
products. The companies use new metals and forming techniques to increase the overall
strength and durability of the rivet while decreasing the weight and cost. The trend in
industry is to manufacture the small-scale rivet products by cold forming the rivet in five
steps with the first four cold forging the shape and the final step adding the final attribute
(i.e. rolling threads, stamping a logo, etc.). This increases the mechanical attributes ofthe
rivet and also cuts down the manufacturing cost by eliminating the need for additional
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manufacturing operations (ie. machining, heat treatment, etc.), making the rivet product
economically sound while ensuring high quality.
7.2 Optimization Process
In order to more broadly validate the current optimization approach, the same
procedure for nut optimization was followed. As can be seen in Figure 7-2, the rivet is a
complex shape that will undergo deformation that is drastically different from that· of the
nut. The shape chosen is a hybrid of different commercial rivet products and provides a
good challenge to the process optimization technique.
Figure 7-2 Sketch ofRivet Product
7.2.1 Program Initialization
As before, the product was broken down into regions, with points assigned along
the boundary ofeach section to define the contour ofthe rivet product. As can be seen in
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Figure 7-3, six regions of interest with a total number of thirty-one data points were
selected. The maximum stresses in each section were recorded during the forging
operations and used by the optimization.program to modify the preform shapes until no
excess stress was applied to the tooling. The initial boundary data points were. selected by
relating the sections and data points from the final geometry back to the.initial geometry.
Just like during the nut product optimization (section 6.2.1), the way the data points are
related back is very subjective and should be evaluated carefully. The initial shape and
data points ofthe rivet product can be seen in Figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-3 Rivet Product Final Geometry and Data Points
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! ! Section
Initial Geometry
0.0000 0.2400 1 ~RIVET PRODUCI'-
0.0500 0.2400 1
0.0500 0.2000 1
0.0500 0.1975 1
0.0500 0.1950 1
0.0500 0.1925 1
0.0500 0.1900 1
0.0500 0.1875 2
0.0500 0.1850 2
0.0500 0.1825 2
0.0500 0.1800 2
0.0500 0.1600 2
0.0500 0.1575 3
0.0500 0.1550 3
0.0500 0.1525 3
0.0500 0.1500 3
0.0500 0.1200 3
0.0500 0.1000 4
0.0500 0.0975 4
0.0500 0.0950 4
0.0500 0.0925 4
0.0500 0.0900 4
0.0500 0.0550 5
0.0500 0.0400 5
0.0500 0.0000 5
0.0350 0.0000 5
0.0371 0.0000 6
0.0314 0.0000 6
0.0257 0.0000 6
0.0200 0.0000 6
0.0000 0.0000 6 ... ... ... \1/ ,..
• .. ...
-
Figure 7-4 Rivet Product Initial Geometry and Data Points
With the initial and final geometries established, the PREFORMOUT file was
generated. This is the data file which again is used by the optimization program to
generate the sequential process preform shapes. The rivet PREFORMOUT file can be
seen in Figure 7-5.
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Section &
InitialX& Y FinalX& Y Point Number
Values ~ Values
A , f It. ,~f
0.0000 0.2400 0.0000 0.2000 1
0.0500 0.2400 0.0800 0.2000 1
0.0500 0.2000 0.1000 0.2000 1
0.0500 0.1975 0.1025 0.1975 1
0.0500 0.1950 0.1050 0.1950 1
0.0500 0.1925 0.1075 0.1925 1
0.0500 0.1900 0.1100 0.1900 1 7
0.0500 0.1875 0.1075 0.1875 2
0.0500 0.1850 0.1050 0.1850 2
0.0500 0.1825 0.1025 0.1825 2
0.0500 0.1800 0.1000 0.1800 2
0.0500 0.1600 0.0700 0.1800 2 12
0.0500 0.1575 0.0675 0.1775 3
0.0500 0.1550 0.0650 0.1750 3
0.0500 0.1525 0.0625 0.1725 3
0.0500 0.1500 0.0600 0.1700 3
0.0500 0.1200 0.0600 0.1400 3 17
0.0500 0.1000 0.0400 0.1400 4
0.0500 0.0975 0.0375 0.1375 4
0.0500 0.0950 0.0350 0.1350 4
0.0500 0.0925 0.0325 0.1325 4
0.0500 0.0900 0.0300 0.1300 :4 22
0.0500 0.0550 0.0300 0.0900 5
0.0500 0.0400 0.0200 0.0700 5
0.0500 0.0000 0.0200 0.0400 5
0.0350 0.0000 0.0200 0.0100 5 26
0.0371 0.0000 0.0175 0.0075 6
0.0314 0.0000 0.0150 0.0050 6
0.0257 0.0000 0.0125 0.0025 6
0.0200 0.0000 0.0100 0.0000 6
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 6 31
Figure 7-5 Rivet PREFORM.OUT File
The operation conditions were now set for the rivet. The machine modeled again
was a five stage mechanical forging press. The first four stages forge the rivet shape
while the fifth stage rolls the threads. The machine is cam driven and has a total travel
length of eight inches while producing two parts per second. The cooling method again
was assumed as a flood and therefore a low friction condition was utilized.
The mesh sizes of the workpiece and tooling were increased due to their larger
volume. The tooling was modeled elastically with a mesh of 700 elements and the
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workpiece was modeled plastically with a mesh size of 600 elements. The program was
set up to again take and record a step every- one hundred thousandths (.001) ofan inch.
This data was entered into a reference chart for easy access so that every time a
simulation was run, the proper data was entered. The reference chart for the rivet product
can be seen in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1 Rivet Product Variable Reference Chart
System Controls
Axis Symmetric ON OFF
Heat Transfer ON OFF
Defonnation ON OFF
Stroke per Step 0.001"
Save at Step Number 1
Total Punch Movement 8"
Materials Properties
Workpiece Plastic Elastic Rigid
Die Plastic Elastic Rigid
Punch Plastic Elastic Rigid
Ram Plastic Elastic Rigid
Friction Factor
Workpiece and Punch 0.02
Workpiece and Die 0.02
Mesh Size
Workpiece 600
Die 700
Punch 700
The :final step in the initialization process was to choose the material and tooling
steel. Since the forging process is siinilar to the nut product, the same tooling steel was
used (M4). Therefore the tooling data used during the nut optimization process could be
used also for the rivet optimization process.
The workpiece material selected was 302 stainless stee~ also like the nut. While
rivet products have many uses, most of the small scale rivet products on the market are
made from 302 stainless steel because of its corrosive resistance and the high strength
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which can be obtained as a result of cold forming operations. The flow chart for 302
stainless steel can be seen in Figure 6~6.
7.2.2 Optimization Run #1
The first optimization attempt for the rivet product could now be made since all of
the program information had been defined and checked for errors. The first optimization
attempt moved the boundary data points in each section at a even percentage during each
forging step. Since it is a four step forging proce~s, the data points for the first
optimization attempt will move twenty five percent of the way toward their final point
location during each step. The preform generator was executed and the following
commands were entered:
Table 7-2 Rivet Product Preform Generator Commands and Answers
Preform Command Answer
Enter Number of Data Points 31
Enter Number of Forging Steps 4
Enter Number of Sections of Interest 6
Enter Last Point in Section J 7,12,17,22,26,31(respectively)
Once the data was entered correctly and the PREFORM.OUT file was free from
errors, the program executed properly and generated a movement history, preform point
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EStage 1 -Stage 2 -Stage 3 -Stage 41
Figure 7-6 Rivet Product Preform Shapes - Optimization Run #1
The tooling for each forging operation consisted of a die and a punch. The
geometries ofthe tooling were based on the boundary points ofthe preform shapes shown
in Figure 7-6. Figure 7-7 shows the tooling setups for optimization run #1. The data
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points for the tooling were saved onto a reference table which could be accessed during
the simulation part of the optimization process. Table 7-3 is the reference table for the
-
tooling used during optimization ruri #1.
Figure 7-7 Rivet Product Tooling - Optimization Run #1
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Table 7~3 Rivet Product Tooling Point locations-~~OptimizationRun #1
Stage 1
Die Punch.
o -0.4 0.000 0.230
0.1 -0.4 0.058 0.230
0.1 0.19 0.063 0.200
0.065 0.19 0.063 0.198
0.065 0.190 0.064 0.195
0.064 0.188 0.064 0.193
0.064 0.185 0.065 0.190
0.063 0.183 0.1 0.19
0.063 0.180 0.1 0.6
0.055 0.165 0 0.6
0.054 0.163
0.054 0.160
0.053 0.158
0.053 0.155
0.053 0.125
0.048 0.110
0.047 0.108
0.046 0.105
0.046 0.103
0.045 0.100
0.045 0.064
0.043 0.048
0.043 0.010
0.031 0.003
0.032 0.002
0.027 0.001
0.022 0.001
0.018 0.000
0.000 0.000
8tage2
Die Punch
o -0.4 0.000 0.220
0.1 -0.4 0.065 0.220
0.1 0.190 0.075 0.200
0.0800.190 0.076 0.198
0.079 0.188 0.078 0.195
0.078 0.185 0.079 0.193
0.076 0.183 0.080 0.190
0.075 0.180 0.1 0.19
0.060 0.170 0.1 0.6
0.059 0.168 0 0.6
0.058 0.165
0.056 0.163
0.055 0.160
0.055 0.130
0.045 0.120
0.044 0.118
0.043 0.115
0.041 0.113
0.040 0.110
0.040 0.073
0.035 0.055
0.035 0.020
0.028 0.005
0.027 0.004
0.023 0.003
0.019 0.001
0.015 0.000
0.000 0.000
Stage 3
Die Punch
o -0.4 0.000 0.210
0.2 -0.4 0.073 0.210
0.2 0.190 0.0880.200
0.095 0.190 0.089 0.198
0.093 0.188 0.091 0.195
0.091 0.185 0.093 0.193
0.089 0.183 0.095 0.190
0.088 0.180 0.2 0.190
0.065 0.175 0.2 0.6
0.063 0.173 0 0.6
0.061 0.170
0.059 0.168
0.058 0.165
0.058 0.135
0.043 0.130
0.041 0.128
0.039 0.125
0.037 0.123
0.035 0.120
0.035 0.081
0.028 0.063
0.028 0.030
0.024 0.008
0.022 0.006
0.019 0.004
0.016 0.002
0.013 0.000
0.000 0.000
Stage 4
Die Punch
o -0.4 0.000 0.200
0.2 -0.4 0.080 0.200
0.2 0.190 0.100 0.200
0.110 0.190 0.103 0.198
0.108 0.188. 0.105 0.195
0.105 0.185 0.108 0.193
0.103 0.183 0.110 0.190
Q.1oo 0.180 0.2 0.190
0.070 0.180 0.2 0.6
0.068 0.178 0 0.6
0.065 0.175
0.063 0.173
0.060 0.170
0.060 0.140
0.040 0.140
0.038 0.138
0.035 0.135
0.033 0.133
0.030 0.130
0.030 0.090
0.020 0.070
0.020 0.040
0.020 0.010
0.018 0.008
0.015 0.005
0.013 0.003
0.010 0.000
0.000 0.000
The forging simulations were then run in DEFORMfM now that the tooling had
been developed and the operational conditions had been set. The first step in
DEFOR,MTM is to set the operational conditions which were established in Table 7-1.
After the operational conditions had been entered, the tooling and workpiece geometries
could be input based on their respected data points as listed in Table 7-3.
With the data points entered providing the workpiece and tooling with a shape
within the computer, the meshes for each object could be generated. The mesh sizes
were based on the information in Table 7-1 and led to the sample meshes in Figure 7~8.
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Figure 7-8 Rivet Product Workpiece and Tooling Meshes - Optimization Run #1
The last data to be entered into DEFORM'fM before the simulations could be run·
was the boundary conditions on the workpiece and tooling. Since the forging operation
for the rivet was just like the nut, the same boundary conditions were applied. Figure 7-9
shows these boundary conditions.
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Figure 7-9 Rivet Product Boundary Conditions
The simulations for each stage were then run, entering the new tooling shapes
after the simulation of the preceding stage had ended. Once all of the stages were run,
the sequence was analyzed to ensure that proper part geometry and die cavity filling
resulted. The resulting flow sequence for optimization run #1 can be seen in Figure 7-10.
Each stage is represented by its respected tooling and workpiece geometry before the
forging operation took place with the final product image being the strain mapping. of the
product after the forging operation.
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Final Product
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Figure 7-10 Rivet product Flow Sequence - Optimization Run #1
The point tracking operation was then performed to calculate the maximum
stresses in each section ofeach tooling during each stage of the forging sequence. Just
like in the nut optimization process, a series of ten points were evaluated on each section
to calculate the stress for that section. The maximum stress in each section was recorded
and was subsequently used by the preform generator to redesign new candidate preform
shapes. A sample point tracking operation can be seen in Figure 6-12 and the results
from the optimization run #1 point tracking operation can be seen in Table 7-4.
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Table 7-4 Nut Product Stress Results - Optimization Run #1
Section MIxStress MIxStress MIxStress Max Stress
A 334.7510 326.828 3!}.423 81.5770
B $1.$70 43>.318 42ft4&> 61.616
C 439.262D 421.100 532.Em 78.!m)
D ·459.3800 503.m 639.858 322.9200
E 631m 449.200 575.1ffi 349.0070
F 324.&XX> 274.989 204.835 130.6740
Since the preform shapes generated for the rivet product resulted in stresses
greater than the allotted ninety percent of the yield stress (highlighted·sections in Table
7-4), the optimization process needed to continue.
7.2.3 Optimization Run #2 - #7
The rivet optimization process continued in the same fashion as described in
sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. The tooling stresses from the previous optimization attempts
were saved to a file and the preform generator program would run and generate preform
shapes based off of the mathematics in section 4.2. The preform shapes were then
analyzed and corrected to ensure they were problem free. New candidate tooling was
then be created to forge the respected preform shape~ The forming sequence for
optimization runs #2 through #7 can be seen in Figure 7-11 and the maximum stress
values from the point tracking operation can be Seen in Table 7-5.
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Figure 7-11 Rivet Product Forming Sequence - Optimization Run #2-#7
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Table 7-5 Rivet Product Stress Results - Optimization Runs #2-#7
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 200.2630 288.005 270.508 213.8900
Optimization Run #2 B 308.5670 396.918 340.027 389.151C 307.2230 408.031 335.435 402.2990
0 317.3050 416.965 491.002 637.7290
E 274.2630 411.135 428.743 641.9860
F 165.5570 223.345 108.405 257.1240
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 436.m 246.449 338.883 173.5040
Optimization Run #3 B 594.198 201.528 404.439 333.019C 601.563 307.828 553.143 355.7130
0 591.392 301.248 556.498 558.4300
E 582.584 436.478 518.148 520.9490
F 347.399 264.930 296.552 215.7720
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 186.757 354.623 324.012 216.198
Optimization Run #4 B 307.233 412.909 348.197 244.778C 280.949 475.358 440.071 351.432
0 281.870 478.834 536.435 538.940
E 243.532 460.802 542.007 552.808
F 62.707 328.772 151.407 194.088
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 189.560 220.671 380.762 239.758
Optimization Run #5 B 317.458 300.147 364.872 364.311C 348.299 322.911 556.008 412.079
0 347.074 283.379 555.207 547.241
E 329.119 336.097 545.663 522.389
F 321.341 63.646 241.162 130.675
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 184.943 241.825 187.151 184.936
Optimization Run #6 B 123.259 208.868 163.617 318.980C 287.122 311.047 258.245 325.779
D 258.256 308.510 331.776 480.926
E 303.576 349.120 333.088 456.429
F 189.159 100.957 63.367 96.969
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Section Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress Max Stress
A 255.294 101.970 304.264 187.558
Optimization Run #7 B 283.151 108.610 94.144 257.507C 341.225 226.643 328.490 268.638
D 343.755 316.430 337.183 347.407
E 300.644 . 332.417 304.279 328.538
F 77.047 73.159 66.255 94.725
As can be seen in Table 7-5, it took seven optimization runs of the preform
generator to generate tooling which would not experience stresses above 352 ksi. The
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resulting corrected preform shapes and tooling can be seen in Figure 7-12 and Figure
7-13, respectively.
Figure 7-12 Rivet Product Preform Shapes - Optimizatiou Run #7
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Figure 7-13 Rivet Product Tooling - Optimization Run #7
The tooling shapes generated by the seventh optimization run met the
optimization criteria set for the rivet product. The maximum stresses at any stage did not
exceed the maximum allowable stress and the final product geometry was within
tolerance of the desired shape in Figure 7-2. Physical tooling could now be generated
from the modeled tooling shapes and production could begin on the rivet product. The
parts that would be produced from the tooling would be of high quality and the tooling
will not prematurely full during the forging operation.
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7.3 General Summary of Rivet Product Optimization Process
The rivet, just like the nut, was optimized under the guidelines set by the
optimization program. The process did not require as many optimization steps as for the
nut product but the same overall goal of not exceeding the tooling yield strength of M4
tool steel was accomplished. The program generated preform shapes and tooling which
generated a final product that would pass quality standards. The tooling could now be
used as a blueprint to design and produce real tooling which could be used in a forging
machine.
The rivet optimization process shows the ability of the program to not only
develop the best preform shape designs but to also do it for a wide variety of shapes. The
rivet process only took seven optimization runs to establish a set of tooling which would
allow the multi-stage operation to produce a quality product without applying stresses
greater than a predetermined amount.
The time saved by using the preform generator is substantial when compared to
existing methods of tooling design. This is because the preform generator optimizes the
process before a single product is made whereas existing methods require reworking of
the tooling and operation conditions. The reworking time not only slows the
manufacturing facilities ability to ship quality products but the overall cost is increased
due to the scrap and costly man-hours used to fix the problem. The other added benefit is
the knowledge that the tooling designed will not fail due to excessive stresses and the
product produced will be an acceptable quality. Overall, the costs that are saved by
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utilizing the program through longer tool life, less trial and error, closer tolerances, and
more variability are substantial.
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CHAPTERS: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in the prevIOUS two chapters, the science-based optimization
methodology developed during the present study performed well for both case studies.
For the example nut product, optimized preform shapes and the associated tooling
configurations were determined after nine optimization iterations. This same goal was
reached after only seven optimization iterations for the sample rivet product. The product
geometries tested the ability of the methodology to handle a range of intricate shapes,
thus supporting the concept that an optimized sequence could be generated for any small-
scale product.
During the optimization processes, two interesting issues arose that warrant some
detailed discussions. One was related to geometric problems that had to be corrected
during the DEFORMTM simulation stages and the other was the trend in stresses that
evolved during the optimization process. The geometric problems are illustrative of
programming limitations, while the stress trends show the great promise that the newly
developed optimization methodology holds. Overall, the concept that was developed and
tested is felt to show potential for having a major impact in the enhanced setup of multi-
stage forging operations in the industrial world.
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8.1 Geometric Issues
The primary' recurrent problem experienced during the optimization processes
preformed was related to the preform geometries generated by the numerical program.
Some of these candidate sequential forming configurations, when programmed into
DEFORMTM, would result in a poor forming zone and often shearing of the workpiece.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 8-1. The picture depicts the tooling cutting the
workpiece and forming a chip. , This occurred because the exact form of the tooling
suggested by the preform prediction program had a sharp edge that sheared the workpiece
when the two objects contacted. The error was corrected by editing the geometry ofthe
tooling slightly and running the simulation again. '
Figure 8-1 Sample Geometric Problem
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Problems such.as that depicted in Figure· 8-1 were not uncommon during each of
the optimization attempts performed. Each time the tooling geometry had to be c.orrected
slightly to permit the completion of the forging operation so stress data could be
calculated. Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 show a comparison between the originally
specified and corrected tooling for the final optimization run of each case study. In each
case, the tooling has slight changes in the preform tooling shapes but the overall final
forged product is within the acceptable tolerances.
--_ ..-..... _ .. _-
---"/
- -_,._... ...~-----l
Figure 8-2 Optimized Nut Product Tooling Comparison
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Figure 8-3 Optimized Rivet Product Tooling Comparison
The major cause of the geometric problem was a programming breakdown during
the initialization phase. Both products were separated into unique sections and points
were assigned to create a geometric profile of the part. The occurrence of undesired
geometric shapes resulted only when not enough sections were assigned to each product.
This limited the ability of the preform generator to move sections independently but it did
not influence the overall effectiveness ofthe optimization process.
Even though the geometric problems occurred, in the end the optimization
methodology still, worked effectively. The errors were introduced by deficiencies in the
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initialization stage before the program was run; therefore they were the result of human
interpretation. The errors could have been avoided if the parts were divided up into more
unique sections and each section contained more data points.. This would have allowed
the program to move the sections more accurately with respect to the maximum stress
they were experiencing during the forging process.
The most important detail learned from the geometric problems was that even
though human error was introduced into the optimization process, the optimization
program still operated as designed and the errors were correctable. The program was
able to operate smoothly despite interface errors which were present. This means all
users can operate the program and still be able to generate an optimized part sequence for
any small-scale product.
8.2 Stress Trends
The most assunng evidence supporting the validity of the optimization
methodology and mathematics of the present study was the development of the stresses
for both case studies. Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5 show the stress trends developed over
the optimization iterations for Case Study I (CHAPTER 6 - nut product) and Case Study
II (CHAPTER 7 - rivet product). Each chart within the respected figure represents a
different section on the product (refer to Figure 6-3 for the nut product and Figure 7-3 for
the rivet product) and tracks the maximum level of stress experienced by the tooling
region during the optimization process.
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Figure 8-5 Rivet Product Stress Treuds
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Each chart within its respected figure shows the results of each optimization
iteration. The first optimization iteration produced a wide range between the high and
low maximum stresses and the greatest stress experienced by the tooling was well above
the stress level permitted·by the optimization criteria. The stress trend minimum and
maximum values converged as more optimization iterations were completed thereby
showing the overall effectiveness of the methodology. The overall maximum recorded
stress levels experienced by the tooling decreased until at the final optimization
iterations, the maximum stress recorded was below the allotted limit.
The result of this trend shows that the objective of decreasing the stress
experienced by the tooling below a maximum value is being accomplished. During
subsequent optimization iterations, the tooling was altered to decrease the stress levels in
regions where it was above the allotted limit. This often led to increases· in the stress
levels in the regions with original stresses below the allotted limit. The program is
bringing the stress range for each section closer together. By having the tooling
experience the same level of stress. during the multi-stage operation, all the tooling will
experience increased operational life. This means one piece of tooling is not being over
used versus another and the tooling for the entire operation should not be affected by
premature failure of a single tool.
The results of the stress trend imply that the way the preform generator is
manipulating the geometric shapes of the tooling an easier material flow progression is
developed. This results in lowered overall tooling stress. This not only increases the
production life of the tooling but it is also prevents improper material flow which can
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cause internal voids in the product. Voids are a material defect, not seen by the human
eye, which can cause premature failure in the part. They are the hardest defect to spot
because voids are inside the product and only sophisticated quality control equipment can
detect their presence. Voids can severely affect the quality of the product.
The overall decrease in tooling stress will increase the production life of the
tooling but it will also help in minimizing tooling failures. Since stresses are equalized
each punch should fail due to cyclic loading at approximately the same time. This will
allow all punches to be changed out during a single outage, decreasing the amount of
downtime that the machine is experiencing and that the entire process experiences. The
scrap of bad parts will also decrease due to the optimized flow sequence which eliminates
internal voids or cracks that would have appeared. Therefore, the overall throughput of
the machine will increase and manufacturing costs will decrease. This will allow for a
better and more predictable maintenance planning in terms of the tooling rotation,
inventory stocking, and overall system utilization.
8.3 Industrial Application of the Optimization Methodology
The goal of the optimization program was to develop a tool to aide in the
designing of a multi-stage forging operation. The tool would be beneficial to companies
in evaluating current manufacturing processes and assessing future products. By using
the tool, companies would drastically decrease the manufacturing cost by maximize the
tooling life of multi-stage processes.
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The money saved by using the optimization program can then be reinvested to
studying new technologies the forging field desires. This would increase the knowledge
of forging and also advance the current technology to the next step. By doing this, the
forging industry could better compete with other industries which are taking over the
market with a cheaper product. The advancement in technology and research 'Would give
the forging industry a step up in producing a product that is vastly superior in quality and
cost to the other competing technologies.
The trends discovered during the optimization process show the great promise for
near term implementation of the new design methodology. The geometric problems
discussed occur due to human interaction during the initialization phase of the program.
The errors resulted in tooling geometries which impeded the flow of the workpiece
material and resulted in defects to the final part. The error was easily corrected by
interfacing with the DEFORMTM software and editing the tooling geometries to eliminate
the undesired shapes; the corrections allowed the optimization process to continue.
The stress development proved that the mathematics developed in CHAPTER 4
are applicable to the multi-stage forging process and also that the optimization code is
completing its desired objective. The maximum stress experienced by the tooling is
dropping below the allowable limit and the overall stress level is becoming constant.
This not only increases the tooling life to the overall system but is also ensures that all the
tooling is being used equally.
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The methodology has a promising future within the forging industry. The
benefits to a company's overall manufacturing practice and the advancement to forging
technology are the greatest potential the program has to offer.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RECOMMENDATIONS .
9.1 Conclusions
The forging industry has been in need of a detailed set of rules to aid tooling
designers in the development of optimized tooling for a multi-stage cold forging
application. The goal of this research was to develop a methodology for increasing
overall tooling life by suggesting a set of tooling which experiences stress levels below
the yield strength of the tooling material. The results of this research can be used as a
stepping-stone to a more commercially developed optimization package.
The optimization methodology was based on linear geometric point movement to
generate candidate tooling, which would be numerically simulated to evaluate the stresses
applied to them. The initial and final product geometry was broken into sections and data
points. Those geometric references were manipulated to generate candidate tooling based
on the number of multi-stage forging steps and the stresses previously modeled tooling
had experienced. The tooling was then modeled in DEFORMTM, a numerical forging
simulator, to evaluate the stresses applied to the tooling. If the stress level was above the
allotted limit, the process would repeat itself until a set of candidate tooling did not
exceed the allotted stress level.
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The methodology was tested on two geometrically different commercial products.
A nut and a rivet product were selected because of their different shape characteristics
and also because of the number of product~ produced annually in the small-scale forging
market. The products also experience vastly different loads during the forging operation
which would test the capability of the optimization methodology to generate the desired
tooling for a wide range of products.
The optimization methodology resulted in the development of tooling for the nut
and rivet that did not exceed stresses greater than ninety percent of the tooling material
stress. The nut product required nine optimization iterations to generate tooling which
would not exceed the stress criteria. The tooling for the rivet was optimized in seven
iterations.
The optimization methodology worked because of the way that it affected the
stresses experienced by the tooling by converging the values to be below an allotted limit
set by the operator. With every iteration of the program, the tooling stress levels for the
different stages were modified to be closer together and eventually all below the allotted
limit. This results in a more even distribution of the stresses across the tooling for each
stage, and also an increase in tooling life due to the elimination of excess stress. The
overall benefit to the company is an increase in throughput that translates into an overall
decrease in manufacturing cost.
The ·one constant problem observed during the optimization iteration had to do
with the geometric representations of the tooling generated. Since the methodology was
based on the number of sections and data points the user defined, human error played a
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large role in the development of candidate tooling shapes. If there were not enough
points arid sections selected to illustrate the product geometries, the preform and
candidate tooling shapes would directly reflect the lack of product detail. While the
problem required corrections to the tooling shapes in the numerical simulation stage of
the optimization process, it did not affect the overall goal of finding the optimized tooling
shapes.
Section 9.2 will go into detail about what is required for further development of
the optimization methodology and computer simulation process. It will discuss what
should be done to move the forging optimization process to the next level and finally to
the forging manufacturers.
9.2 Opportunities for Future Research
The foundation has been laid with the preform generator optimization program.
The two case studies tested the program capability for small-scale products with different
geometric considerations. The overall results, with respect to the stress trends, show that
the optimization program not only decreases the overall stress in high stress regions of
the tooling, but it distributes the stresses evenly for each stage of the process to ensure all
parts of the tooling are experiencing a uniform stress. Even with these significant results,
the effectiveness of the program can be increased by more research in a few areas.
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9.2.1 Physical Testing of Optimization Program
DEFORMTM is one the top computet based forging simulators on the market
today. Test have been done to validate the reality of the results that DEFORMTM
produces; however, as with any computer simulation, the results should be compared
against physical tests. This will ensure that the assumptions made and the conditions
simulated are mirroring the actual forging process.
For the purpose of the optimization program, two such tests should be performed.
First, the tooling for the optimized sequence should be constructed from M4 tool steel
and the forging sequence should be run. The parts produced should be inspected for any
discrepancy that would reject the part on a quality basis. This process should include not
only a visual inspection, but also testing of the mechanical properties and an internal
inspection for possible voids. If the product is acceptable for sale, the second test on
tooling life should be performed.
Since a stress test would be impossible to do on the small shapes of the tooliJ;lg, a
comparison test should be run to ensure that the optimized tooling structure lasts longer
than other tooling setups. By comparing the tooling shapes of the optimized tooling and
two other non-optimized tooling configurations and running each until failure for ten
tooling setups, a tooling life chart can be generated. This chart will reveal the life cycles
of the tooling for each test and will also show the increase in tooling life between each
optimization run. Overall, the optimized tooling should last the longest and the test
should also show that the overall life cycle for the new tooling; these properties will help
the company perform a cost analysis of the manufacturing operation.
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By physically testing the output of the optimization runs, the programs validity
can be proven. The results from the ·tests will also aid the development of a more
advanced program, which will assist industrial users in improved manufacturing and cost
analysis.
9.2.2 A More Advanced Program Interface and Analysis
The current interface of the optimization program requires significant human
interaction. As discussed in section 8.1, human errors can upset the program and cause
poor results. This is why a more computer dependent interface should be developed for
the program.
The first advancement in the program interface should be with the section and
data point generation specifying the relationship between initial and final product. This is
the one area of the initialization process where significant errors can occur. The user
must not only define the number of sections and data points but also assign them to the
two product shapes. By eliminating random splitting of the product into sections and
allowing for a larger number of data points (each data point representing its own section)
a better geometric representation of the product would result.
This process would result in one major change with the DEFORMTM analysis;
point tracking would have to occur for each data point instead of a trend along a section
(see section 6.2.2).. This would require a better interaction with the DEFORMTM program
such that the exact point locations and the stresses at these locations could be determined.
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The new stress readings would result in a better interaction with the optimization
program and the development of preform shapes.
The overall solution to the problems would result in a program that is self-running
and would only require human interaction for program setup and initialization. The user
would only have to input the geometries and operational conditions; the computer would
subsequently run the simulation and determine the optimized sequence. This automated
program would allow for better time utilization and higher level of optimization.
9.2.3 Industrial Integration
The most important aspect of the future work would be the industrial integration.
The program's ability to optimize a product and then define the benefits to the tooling
and product quality must be correctly identified. The ease of use would be emphasized to
show that minimal training is required to achieve desired results. The cost analysis is an
important aspect of the program's viability and how a company uses it to decrease the
overall manufacturing cost and gain competitive advantage is the true mark of success.
9.3 Closing Statement
The optimal multi-stage cold forging process is one that allows for the most
product throughput, for an acceptable batch 'size, while limiting the cost associated with
producing quality parts. The goal of the optimization research is to initially set the
framework for an optimization program that will be used in industry to optimize new and
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current multi-stage forging operations. With an optimization program developed,
industries can use the program to not only reduce manufacturing cost but also to advance
metal forging technologies to the next level and compete more efficiently with other
industries.
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